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NEWSLETTER NO. 66

February 1985

THE MID SOUTH SOUTHWARK LOCAL PLAN PUBLIC INQUIRY - JANUARY /FEBRUARY 1985
The Camberwell Society has formally objected to certain provisions of the Mid So uth Southwark Local Plan
relating to Camberwell Green and the proposed traffic management schem e. In particular the Society objects to
the provision to keep open the road on the north side of the Green on 'an exp erimental basis'. Society member
Nigel Haigh represented us at the Inquiry and we print below the full text of his proof of evidence.

The central crossroads at Camberwell Green - up for discussion again at the public inquiry
into the Local Plan

Amended Traffic Scheme for Camberwell Green
Proposal T65 - Policy Ref- T2.4 - Recommended
Modification (92) Page 95, para. 7.30 Recommended Modification (90)

Objection by the Camberwell Society - Feb. 1985
1

2

My name is Nigel Haigh and I represent the
Camberwell Society. I have lived in Southwark
for 17 years and at 50 Grove Lane, Camberwell,
for the last six years. I am a member of the
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Executive Committee of the Camberwell Society
and am Chairman of the Conservation Areas
Forum that advises Southwark Council on
matters affecting conservation areas and listed
buildings.
The Camberwell Society is registered with the
Civic Trust as the local amenity society for
Camberwell and is a registered charity. It was
formed in 1970 and now has 93 5 members.
The officers and members of the Executive
ComJ;nittee are elected annually and meet
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monthly. The Society regularly holds members
meetings and public meetings and publishes
a newsletter four times a year.
The Society has supported many aspects of the
draft Local Plan and has withdrawn one other
objection. It formally made the present

objection in June 1984 on grounds that can be
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summarised as follows:
a) the omission of the GLC's Camberwell
Green Road Improvement Scheme which had
appeared in the draft written statement for
public consultation as 'the priority' (7 .30)
b) the omission of any other traffic management scheme for Camberwell Green which
would (in the opinion of the Society) seem
to be a satisfactory alternative, one possible
alternative being the proposals put by the
Council on 21st June 1984 to the Camberwell
Green Working Party.
By an Addendum the Council added item 92 to
its Recommended Modifications (November 1984)
headed 'Junction Improvement/Camberwell New
Road with Denmark Hill and Camberwell Green'.
The Society's objection that the plan contains no
scheme is therefore no longer valid but the
Society sustains its objection on the grounds that
the scheme proposed is not satisfactory.
The Society's involvement with schemes for
improving Camberwell Green and the area
surrounding it including the EPIC site and the
Selboume area is of long standing. The issues
have been much discussed over the years at public
meetings and in the Society's Newsletter. A brief
outline will help to explain the Society's
objection.
The Development of the GLC Scheme
- known as 'Road Option 7'

In response to pressure by the Society which was
concerned at the deteriorating state of the Green
and surrounding area, the Council in 197 4 established the Camberwell Green Working Party
comprising representatives of the GLC,
Southwark Council, the Camberwell Society and
EPIC. The Working Party considered six road
proposals put forward by the GLC engineers but
none found favour with the Working Party as a
way of improving the environment while taking
account of the needs of traffic. The Working
Party then proposed what became known as
'Road Option 7'. After much public discussion
this was then adopted as the preferred scheme by
both the GLC and Southwark Council. This is
not the place to go into the details of that scheme.
However, in essence it sought to improve the
environment of the Green primarily by relieving
pressure on the central cross roads and other local
roads and enabling the roads on the North and
East sides of the Green to be closed and the
Green extended northwards. The East-bound
traffic presently passing through the cross roads
would have been diverted onto a short new link
road connecting Medlar Street with Kimpton
Road. The demolition of property was small

compared with several of the previous options.
Housing was to be built on the D'Eynsford
Estate with the road in mind and the fact that
this was not done satisfactorily may explain
subsequent developments. In January 1984
'Road Option 7' was the subject of a public
inquiry. By then Southwark Council had withdrawn its support largely because of opposition
from the residents on the D'Eynsford Estate and
in September 1984 the GLC decided not to
proceed with the scheme. In December 1984 the
Secretary of State supported the Inspector's
recommendation that the scheme should not be
proceeded with while recognising the need to
improve traffic conditions at the Green.
7 Fallowing the inquiry the Council convened a
new Camberwell Green Working Party, on which
the Society was represented, to consider alternatives. A new scheme emerged from the Working
Party in the summer of 1984. This was published
in a leaflet with green print (Annex 1) together
with a questionnaire. Two public meetings were
held in October 1984. The Society expressed its
views to the Council in a statement agreed by its
Executive Committee on 4th October 1984
(Annex 2). This statement was published in the
Society's Newsletter and is explained below.
8 The principal argument for the new link-road to
the North of the Green that features in the
abandoned Road Option 7 was the belief that the
central cross roads had to be relieved of traffic by
some means or other if the roads to the North
and East of the Green were to be closed and if
Daneville Road was to revert to being a local
access road. However the GLC traffic engineer
expressed the belief (minutes of the Camberwell
Green Working Party, 20th September 1984)
that, while the newly proposed scheme would in
the short term create more congestion locally
and longer delays, in the long term traffic would
settle into a similar pattern to the present and
that essential traffic should not be affected any
more than at present.
9 In the light of this statement by the GLC engineer
and in the absence of any material to the contrary,
the Society in its October statement (Annex 2)
acquiesced in principle to the proposal set out in
the leaflet (Annex 1). The choice of the word
'acquiesced' reflects uncertainty in the minds of
the Executive Committee that the scheme was
workable in traffic terms. The statement recorded
the Society's decision not to press for the .
reintroduction of 'Road Option 7' (alias the GLC's
Camberwell Green Road Improvement Scheme)
into the Local Plan as the only solution.
10 The Society's statement noted that the scheme in
the leaflet (Annex 1) 'provides some of the
environmental improvements at the Green long
sought by the Camberwell Society, particularly
the road closures to the North and East of the
Green and in Daneville Road while satisfying the
views of those who objected to extra traffic in the
Kimpton Road area'. The Council's leaflet
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(Annex 1) had quoted as among the six advantages
of the scheme that:
two sides of the Green and most of Daneville
Road are freed of through traffic, and
the Green can be enlarged northwards to
compensate for land lost for road widening.
11 Had the scheme in the leaflet (Annex 1) been
accepted by the Council it is very probable that
the Society would have withdrawn its present
objection to the Local Plan. Unfortunately the
Council on 26th November 1984 modified the
scheme in two respects:
the North side of the Green was to stay open
on an experimental basis, and
Daneville Road was to be closed but only on
an experimental basis.
The report prepared by the Council officers
(item 85 before the Planning Committee meeting
of 26th November 1984 entitled 'New Traffic
Scheme for Camberwell Green - Results of
Public Consultation') had recommended the
closure of the North side of the Green and this
re-c ommendation was overturned by the
Councillors. The officers did however recommend
that Daneville Road be closed initially on a
temporary basis.
12 The Society's objection that the scheme is
unsatisfactory is therefore now confined to three
points foreshadowed in its statement of October
1984 (Annex 2):
the need to close the North side_of the Green
permanently
the need permanently to close Daneville Road
to through traffic
the adequacy of the measures to deal with
overflow traffic in side roads occasioned by
the scheme.
These are elaborated below.
13 Closure of the North Side of the Green
The scheme in the leaflet (Annex 1) and as now
modified by the Council involves taking slices off
the Southern and Western sides of the Green for
road widening in order to accommodate right
turning traffic. The loss is greater than in Road
Option 7 and no-one likes this, but it would have
been compensated for by the Northern extension
of the Green made possible by closing the road
on that side. This wil1.nt>t now be possible, nor
will it be possible to integrate the Father Red
Cap Public House into the Green. One of the
main objectives of the Camberwell Green Working
Party to tum the Green from being a traffic island
into a major amenity of Camberwell has thus
been lost to a large extent. A further disadvantage
results in that it will now be possible for ratrunning to occur from Camberwell Road via the
North side of the Green into Elmington Road and
Benhill Road although this point is recognised in
the Council's Modification (92). The reason given
by the Council for keeping the road open is:
'Although some local people perceived advantages
in the proposal (the road closure), others claimed
that their access by car would be unduly hampered'

(para. 7.51 of Council's Inquiry evidence January 1985).
This contrasts with the officer's report submitted
to the Planning Committee meeting of 28th ,
November 1984 (New Traffic Scheme for
Camberwell Green - Results of Public Consultations) which said (para. 4.2):
'overall response to the new scheme was mixed.
There was generally a favourable response to the
closure of the roads to the North and East of the
Green ..... .'.
Appendix A to that report also records that
reservations were voiced about the difficulties of
car access to the Western side of the D'Eynsford
Estate.
14 Closure of Daneville Road
The argument for keeping Daneville Road open is
that access from the South to the new EPIC
supermarket and Selbourne Village would otherwise require a long detour. Councillor Eckersley
in his objection has said that the success of the
EPIC shopping development would be prejudiced.
_The Council has replied to this latter point by
saying that they are investigating the possibility
of the car park -having two access points, one on
either side of the road closure in Daneville Road.
The Society is not opposed to this solution and
indeed has discussed it over the years. It does not
conflict with the Society's view that Daneville
Road should not carry through traffic and should
be closed. The Society supports the Council's
proposal that the end of Grove Lane northwards
of Daneville Road should be one way northwards
as a way of preventing the use of Grove Lane for
through traffic. The disadvantage of access to
some residents in Selbourne Village resulting from
closure of Daneville Road is compensated for by
the advantage of those residents in Selbourne
Village whose houses front onto Daneville Road.
The Society accordingly asks that the words
'initially on an experimental basis' be deleted
from the penultimate sentence in Modification
No. (92).
_15 Overflow in Side Roads
The Society supports the Council's policy T2.5
for traffic management measures to reduce nonessential traffic in traffic sensitive areas. The
traffic proposal for Camberwell Green is a test of
that policy. In para. 13 above we have shown
how keeping open the North side of the Green
coul_d result in rat-running - a point recognised
by the Council. Mr.Dehn in his evidence (MSS
180) points out that the scheme will result in
increased traffic in Camberwell Grove unless
appropriate measures are taken. This has been a
concern of the Society for a number of years as
Mr. Dehn's evidence makes clear. The Society
has also been concerned about the effects on
other side roads such as Benhill Road. The
Society therefore proposes that the Council's
Recommended Modification No. (90) to para.
7.30 on page 95 should have the second sentence
amended by the addition of the following words:
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'which will require appropriate traffic management measures to discourage through traffic in
sensitive side streets'.
16 I confirm that the Society supports the objection
by Mr. Bennett to the closure of Windsor Walk.

ing the policies that ought to be followed if the
problem is t o be solved.
We hope to be able t o print their articles in our April
Newsletter.

SOUTHWARK'S HOUSING PROBLEM :
The debate continues .......

Consider the following facts:
(1) Southwark Council owns 63,000 properties in
the Borough. This represents about 65% of the
total number of homes in Southwark. This is the
highest proportion in any London borough.
(2) About 4000 Council properties are empty, many
of them derelict.
(3) There are about 10,000 people on the Council
housing waiting list.
(4) Rent arrears on Council homes are over £14m.
(5) The number of Council properties occupied by
squatters has increased ten times in the past two
years.
( 6) 71 % believe that it is right that Councils like
Southwark should have to sell Council homes to
any tenant who wishes to buy and 73% of
Council tenants believe they should have the
right to buy their homes. (Harris Research Poll
for The Observer).
(7) Southwark Council has been ordered by the
Government to cut rates by 25% and, along with
other boroughs, told that it can only spend 20%
(instead of the previous 40%) of the money it
raises from Council house sales.
(8) Southwark Council says it has lost about £ 100
million in Government grants and that if this
was returned it could reduce rates by 37.5%.
(9) Southwark Council has announced it wants to
spend £313m this year - £22.6m more than the
Government says it can.
All this adds up to a major crisis in Southwark's
housing which affects everyone whether they are
home-owner, tenant of a housing association or a
private landlord or the Council. It affects people's
welfare, social conditions, the general environment,
employment, crime and, of course, borough expenditure. Nobody can be indifferent to a crisis that
affects homes and families in Southwark on such a
scale.
Southwark (with Greenwich) is exceptional in that,
at the last general election, the three constituencies
which cover the Borough each returned an MP from
one of the three main political parties : GERALD
BOWDEN, Conservative in Dulwich, SIMON HUGHES
Liberal/Alliance in Southwark and Bennondsey, and
HARRIET HARMAN, Labour in Peckham.
With the housing crisis very much in mind, the
Camberwell Society has invited each of the three
MPs to write an article on Southwark's Housing
Problem, analysing what has gone wrong and suggest-

Council Homes in Vicarage Grove empty and no money to do them up

Lettsom - one of Southwark Council's modern estates

PAVEMENT PARKING

"Pavements are for people", and in London the
Boroughs can now deliver the message by prosecution of vehicle parkers if even one wheel is on a
footway or grass verge.
This can be done under a section of the GLC
(General Powers) Act 1974 which has just been
brought into force. "1974" isn't a misprint : the
GLC had been waiting unsuccessfully for the Government to make this the law for the whole country
(which could be done under ano ther existing Act),
and decided to wait no longer. Interestingly the delay
means that the new law can be launched not with the
£20 maximum fine set in 1974 but with a £50
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maximum under other legislation which has meanwhile
"inflated" fines generally.
This is good news for everyone - especially those
coping with push-chair, age or handicap - who has
ever been forced on to the road by thoughtless
parkers, or had to squeeze through with shopping, or
cµrsed the squalor, danger and expense of pavements
repeatedly broken faster than they could be repaired.
There is no provision for police or wardens to give
"tickets", unless the offender is on a yellow line as
well as the pavement, but we hope the police will use
the new law, particularly where there is obvious
danger. Most enforcement, however, will fall to
Southwark's half dozen or so Highway Inspectors
who are already responsible for checking roads, footways and lighting for damage and defects. With over
200 miles of streets in the Borough the difficulties
are obvious, but we are assured the more notorious
locations are already pin-pointed for appropriate
warnings and prosecutions. Inspectors will be equipped
to photograph offending cars, with their numbers,
against an identifiable background.
The new law allows very limited exceptions in real
emergencies, or when working on premises fronting
the road, or - more controversially - where there
would otherwise have been problems with loading or
unloading goods, but only if the vehicle is not left
unattended. And the accused would have to prove
his let-out to the satisfaction of the court. This is on
similar lines to the law already applying - but not
unfortunately always applied - to heavy goods
vehicles throughout the country. The fine for them
can go up to £400.
Southwark (unlike some other Boroughs) is not
using its powers to designate and signpost areas
where pavement parking would be allowed, but the
arguments for doing this in some streets may yet
have to be considered.
Many members have been asking for years if the
Society could do something about pavement parking,
and we know the Council shares our hope that the
new law and the action taken under it will prove a
real deterrent. Can we do more? It shouldn't be
necessary to begin by saying: "show an example",
but at least one member's car has been seen on a
pavement! Educate the thoughtless at every
opportunity. Supplies of a Council reminder may be
made available for this purpose, but despite what is
said in the February "Sparrow" they are not for
sticking on cars - advice is that this could be actionable. The Inspectors already have an eye on many
black spots where offenders persistently cause
difficulty or danger, but we are .assured they will
welcome responsible reports from the public to add
to their information. In office hours you can seek a
reply, asking for "Highways Inspectorate" on
701 4231 - but it can't be a '999' type of service, if
only because everyone may very properly be on the
streets. Or the case for giving a particular pavement
priority attention can be put in writing to the
Director of Public Works, Municipal Offices, Larcom
Street, London SEl 7 lRY.
Bollards, controversial though they are, can some-

times provide another answer to the problem. They
are likely to be installed on some roads for which the
GLC is responsible, including stretches of the north
side of Camberwell New Road. This is not, however,
an answer for which the Society's Traffic and
Transport Sub-Committee would ask without a clear
indication of members' views.
Norman Hutchison

CHRISTMAS PARTY
If it can be judged by the apparent pleasure of
members, then the Christmas Party was once again
a great success, and once again it was bigger then
ever. Although the AGM is well attended the party
always wins and even when we are waging a campaign
about which members feel passionately we cannot
guarantee such support! The party is the opportunity
for members to meet and to talk, to be social as well
as to discuss current issues, to be entertained and to
relax. Soon conversation drowns the background
music.
As with all the Society's activities success is entirely
dependent on volunteers offering help. Some
members turned up at 6 o'clock and by the time the
party started at 7.30 balloons had been inflated, the
hall decorated, furniture re-arranged, the reception
group organised, refreshments prepared. The kitchen
was a hive of activity, many members arriving with
trays of food. The bar was set up, the Publications
stall arranged and members took advantage of the
opportunity to buy our new greetings cards as well
as the old. Raffle prizes, donated by Jocal shop
keepers and some committee members, were on view
and tickets sold briskly. Another stall gave members
a good opportunity to contribute to the SCF
Ethiopian fund by bidding for and buying other
members gifts.
A magician's art was added to the programme this
year, his skill defying the laws of nature and defeating
the most watchful eye. Luckily the jacket of an
eminent member of the committee came through the
ordeal of fire unscathed! (Anyone in need of the
services of an excellent entertainer in magic can
obtain his address from the Hon.Sec.)
After "light" refreshments which once again turned
into a royal feast under the gifted guidance of our
cheffe de cuisine, members' knowledge of
Camberwell was tested with some new, some old
slides, proving how aware. or unaware, we are of our
immediate surroundings. Our photographer has the
art of capturing and presenting many aspects of
Camberwell buildings and sky lines for both our
pleasure and enlightenment and the prospect of
prizes heightens the competitive spirit.
It is hoped that the annual champagne draw
encourages members to switch to Bankers Orders for
payment of subscriptions. This was followed by the
raffle draw and the auction of the two water colours
commissioned by the Society for the new greetings
cards, and yet another 1875 copy of Blanch.
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At 10.30 the big clear up began. Some valiant
members had already embarked on washing up and
clearing up in the kitchen. The hall was swept,
furniture returned to its rightful place, personal
possessions loaned for the occasion taken home. We
are fortunate to be able to hire the SCF Dining Hall
for this meeting and perhaps the ghosts of a 100 years
of Mary Datchelor girls enjoy our party too.
No-one has been thanked by name, although several
members need a very big thank you, and we all say
THANK YOU to them. Many members helped in a
multitude of ways and we all thank one another.
Four people washing up for a quarter of an hour
equals one person washing up for an hour and on this
occasion many hands made light work. So, whatever
your talents, please remember we need them. All
offers of help and all suggestions are always welcome
for the party and for other members' meetings. We
look forward to our next party.
Islay Charman

WILLOWBROOK URBAN STUDIES CENTRE
We print below an account by Jan Sime of The
Southwark Environment Trust, of the conversion of
a large Victorian house in Southwark into a centre
for urban studies; a project conceived initially by
Southwark Council and the ILEA.

I am surely preaching to the converted.
Almost by definition anyone reading this publication
takes an interest in their environment. You are eager
to read about the history of this urban community
and to become involved in the issues which affect
its future.
Of course the changes which have been seen in
Camberwell's environment have had little to do with
aesthetic choice; vestiges of that era which remain
today have, until recently, very little to do with a
conservation lobby. The biggest influences on change
have always been social, economic and political. This
can be seen in almost every issue in which the Society
becomes involved. The physical environment does
(Selborne and the EPIC shopping site) or does not
(Road Option 7) get changed because of social,
economic or political pressures and it is right that
those who will be most affected by such decisions
should be involved in their resolution.
People's awareness of how their surroundings work,
what made them the way they are and how they
might change, varies. How that change can be
influenced can be understood in a process of
community self-education encompassed in the term
·urban studies'.
Whatever the individual's awareness of his or her
environment, each has experience from which others
can benefit. Urban studies aims to link local and
personal experience to an analysis of the political,
economic and social forces that help to determine

that experience and by so doing raise an individual's
understanding of the environment.
In April 1985 the fifteen month refurbishment of
No.48 Willowbrook Road will be complete. This
large, mid-nineteenth century house has been
converted into a centre for urban studies and
represents a unique opportunity to those who live
and work in Southwark. Its proximity (it is between
Peckham Hill Street and Trafalgar Square) makes
Camberwell particularly fortunate.
The three storey building with direct access to
ground and first floors has been converted naturally
into urban studies use:: two ground floor meeting
rooms (which may be combined), two first floor
workshops and two small offices at second floor. A
kitchen and dark room are located behind the offices
with toilets at each lower floor and at the back of
the building.
The refurbishment work will have cost a total of
£190,000, the major elements being the eradication
of woodrot in floors and roof structure, the renewal
of chimney stacks, windows and external render, the
strengthening of floors to accommodate large
assemblies and an extension in the yard to provide
additional toilets. There will be full central heating.
An unusual feature of this notable building is in
three of its fireplaces, which have sash windows
where you would expect the flue. Those have been
carefully restored.
The Willowbrook Urban Studies Centre was conceived
as a result of the initiatives of Southwark Council and
the ILEA. In March 1984 the Southwark Environment Trust took over the remaining capital and
undertook the completion of the restoration work.
The concept has been developed over the past nine
months by the Willowbrook Road Steering Group,
representing, amongst others, Southwark Council,
ILEA, Southwark Environment Trust, Southwark
Trades Council, Burgess Park, the Colgrave
Residents Association, Peckham Settlement and the
London Wildlife Trust.
The Group has established the beginnings of a broad
policy for the building's use; it has campaigned for
capital funds for the building work and for equipment, furniture and materials; and it has formulated
a constitution which, it is hoped, is structurally
sound whilst allowing within it a good deal of
flexibility.
The Steering Group endorsed a report giving an
educational emphasis to the centre. It encompassed
social, economic, political, cultural and environmental studies and proposed the building's use as
a resources centre and a centre for research and
development. A Declaration of Trust has been
made, the object of which is to help people learn
about, understand and participate in decisions
about local civic issues and political decisions
which will affect their lives. Trustees will be
nominated from the LBS, the ILEA and the SET. '
However, responsibility for the management and
policy direction of the Centre will be delegated to
a Management Committee.
The Steering Group thought it important that the
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Following a public meeting on the 25th October,
invitations for representation were sent out to 18
interested organisations. There are a maximum 22 ·
places on the Committee, four being co-opted. At
an inaugural meeting on the 4th February, the
Willowbrook Road Steering Group will hand over to
a newly formed Management Committee.
It is likely that not all places will be filled
immediately and, in any case, four representatives

Areial external view.

will be co-opted by the committee. It is vital that

Explcx:led view of ground, first and
second floors with suggested uses.
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amenity type groups who can participate in the
context of urban studies take their full allocation of
places. The community can learn much about the
built environment from those who constantly analyse
it. If the Camberwell Society or any environmentally
educative group would like to become involved on
the Management Committee, please let me know.
The Willowbrook Urban Studies Centre is not,
however, about its Management Committee, it is about
the people who will use it.
As a central resource library, Willowbrook would
bring together reference material at the moment
scattered around the ILEA, in Council offices_and
in the basements of 'put on' members of voluntary
organisations and would become more available to
schools and community groups. The library would
be extended with additional research material
produced at Willowbrook Road. Information packs,
local trails and newsletters could be produced for
communal benefit.
As an education centre, it could provide important
links between the community and schools. The
observation of the built environment as a means of
analysing social, economic and political statements is
gaining credence among schools and community
groups. Willowbrook might provide a centre for such
activities. Contacts with local schools could vary
from one-off conferences and workshops, through to
extended contact over a year.
Local community groups - neighbourhood,
linguistic, ethnic, cultural, political, religious,
amenity, occupational, recreational - could meet and
negotiate support and resources for their activities.
The centre will offer the Council scope for extending
its consultation proceedings both formally in
meetings and with exhibitions and informally in small
groups.
These suggested uses are obviously not exhaustive and
hopefully Willowbrook will develop to meet the needs
of its existing and potential users. I trust you will be
one.
Ian Sime
Southwark Environment Trust
01-693 8250

Willowbrook Urban Studies Centre

membership of the Management Committee be
made up of representatives from organisations
which could be catagorised in the following groups:
Amenity, Education, Community and Tenants.

HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS IN SOUTHWARK
One of the Society's main concerns over the past
few years has been - and is - the state of housing
in Southwark - and in particular the number of
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Council-owned derelict and empty properties. There
are many of these properties in the Cam berwell area
and our readers will be familiar with those in
Camberwell Grove, Brunswick Park, Wren Road
and round Camberwell Green, which we have written
about and photographed for the pages of this
Newsletter.

Housing Association properties on Denmark Hill

We are always ready to hear suggestions from
members and others about how Southwark's housing
situation could be improved and to pass them on to
Councillors. With this in mind we have developed a
good contact with the Hummingbird Housing
Association which operates from Holborn Viaduct.
This association has expressed interest in acquiring,
restoring and then renting properties in Southwark.
We have written to Mr. Richard Brazil of
Hummingbird, who is also Chairman of Southwark's
Housing Association Committee, to point out the
number of Council-owned properties in Camberwell
that could be available for Housing Association
renewal and asked him if he would be prepared to
discuss these with Southwark Council's Housing
Department.
We will report on progress in the next Newsletter.

ROAD TRAFFIC NOTES
Unfair to rats?

"Rat-runner" is a conveniently brief label for car
commuters who habitually avoid heavy main road
traffic by creating it in side roads, but some members
feel it is a derogatory term we should avoid.
Camberwell car users cut through other peoples'
side roads, as they do through ours, so "judge not
that ye be not judged". Just two thoughts, however.
One is that the term recalls the rats found to b·e
cleverer than other animals in finding a way through
the complicated mazes devised by the experimenters.
The other is to imagine our roads and environment if
traffic management decisions always favoured the car
commuter - in other words if they rewarded cleverness of this kind. Doesn't this prove something - by

the logic of reductio ad absurdum? May we still talk
of "rat-runs"?
Traffic lights should help pedestrians
as well as traffic

Members press continually for a "green man" phase
to be introduced or improved at lights, and the
Society does press the GLC where the case is ·strong.
It's a complex business, for with linked computercontrolled lights at successive intersections there can
be cumulative delays to traffic (not least buses) and
changes in the traffic pattern that can make things
more dangerous for pedestrians elsewhere. Then at
some suggested crossings there would have to be a
long wait for the "green man", and experience shows
that people often cross more dangerously to avoid
this wait than they do if they know there is no green
man and that they have to take special care.
Many problems would vanish if all drivers obeyed the
Highway Code injunction to "give way to pedestrians
crossing the road into which you are turning" whether right or left. There are three places on
Denmark Hill where we have asked for protection
from drivers who don't do this. At Coldharbour
Lane it seems we can get nowhere until the indecision
about the traffic pattern at Camberwell Green is
resolved. Protection for those crossing Bessemer
Road has so far been denied on the ground that
turning traffic into this street isn't dense enough to
constitute a priority case. The same argument was
used against a green man for crossing Denmark Hill
opposite the bottom gate to Ruskin Park. However
this is just what Southwark Council recently suggested
to the GLC as a preferable alternative to a new zebra
near Champion Hill for which local residents had
petitioned, and the Society has asked Mrs.Hammond
(in whose GLC constituency it falls) to give her
support.
One-way streets experiment near King's

Lambeth Council is seeking GLC approval for a
6-month one-way experiment in the streets between
King's College Hospital and Coldharbour Lane.
Permitted directions would be:
Caldecot Road - southward
Cutcombe Road - northward
Venetian Road - eastward
Bavent Road - westward
Bessemer Road between Caldecote Road and
Cutcombe Road - westward

Bessemer Road between Denmark Hill and
Caldecote Road - two-way, as now.
This started from a petition to the Mayor from
Caldecot School children who had done a project on
parked cars, and from concern by King's about access
for ambulances. No new parking restriction is, however, proposed; the thought is that with one-way
working essential traffic will get through more easily.
So of course will the rat-runners, though Cutcombe
Road to Denmark Road may be a discouraging
manoeuvre.
Effects will have to be watched carefully, if the
scheme is sanctioned, not forgetting the implications
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for the Bessemer Road lights mentioned above.

THE NATIONAL THEATRE

Closure of Wanley Road/Dylways link

I

This closure, originally sought by the Bessemer
Grange Tenants' Association, was supported by 70%
of members who answered the question about it in
our poll (page 5 of Newsletter No. 61). We have been
concerned about delay in implementation, particularly
as a drop in rat-running through Champion Hill
would be the best grounds for persuading the GLC to
change the permitted turns and the phasing at the
Dog Kennel Hill lights so as to help local drivers. The
proposal was at last formally advertised by the GLC
just before Christmas, but hopes that it would be a
reality by Easter were dashed when an objection was
received.
As we go to press there is a suggestion that this
objection might be withdrawn and not pressed to
public inquiry, but there is uncertainty about this,
and about the temporary closing order Southwark
has advertised to allow "accommodation works" to
be done before the permanent closure was due to
become effective.

Anna-Maria Wills addressed the Society on the
National Theatre at its October members' meeting.
Ms Wills, who is marketing officer at the NT, spoke
with great enthusiasm, developing a rapport with her
audience which resulted in a lively question and
discussion period at the end of the meeting.
Tracing the genesis of a National Theatre from the
mid-nineteenth century, when Everingham Wilson,
a publisher, first put the idea forward, through the
appeal early in this century by a distinguished group
of people such as Sir Henry Irving to 1949 when an
Act of Parliament - a unique move - created The
National Theatre, she reminded us that people
working in the theatre were traditionally seen as
rogues and their accommodation and facilities
matched this conception.
The many slides shown by the speaker of the
interiors and facilities of Sir Denys Lasdun's
controversial concrete structu:e on the South Bank
illustrated a standard of accommodation which by
contrast with this traditional popular view of theatre
Reassurance for Love Walk/Hascombe Terrace
people would suggest that the working population of
Page 5 of Newsletter No. 61 mentioned concern that
the NT are paragons of virtue. Whatever may be said
new fixed bollards in Love Walk - near where the
of the acres of grey board-marked concrete which
lion used to be - might prevent service or emergency
form the outer dress of the NT, the interiors are
access. Through an oversight it was not reported
breath-taking and, for the most part, highly
earlier that the Fire Brigade had expressed themselves
functional.
content and that, for other services, residents
Although Parliament had in effect created The
generally felt that any inconvenience was outweighed
by the protection the bollards give to the pedestrianised National Theatre with its 1949 Act, it was not until
1962 that the then Cha~cellor of the Exchequer was
stretch of the Walk.
persuaded to find the money enabling a National
Theatre Board to be set up under the chairmanship of
Finally, one we lost .....
Sir Laurence Olivier. Hamlet was the inaugural
When the builders' hoarding went up at the EPIC site
it left a very narrow pavement at the stop for south~
production, presented at the Old Vic, the Company's
bound 17 6, 184 and 185 buses. Bus passengers and
temporary home, on 22nd October 1963.
other users of this pavement faced discomfort and
Choosing an architect for the new building was not
possible danger. So at the beginning of October we
the least controversial issue in the short history of the
suggested the footway should be temporarily widened, NT, one of the factors influencing the choice of
for example with timber balks and guard rails, which
Lasdun being that he had never before designed a
would probably have been obligatory if the area
theatre. The building process itself was not without
blocked off had not technically been private
drama. The contract ran late and opening day in
forecourt.
197 6 was touch and go.
Despite a reminder we got no reply, apparently
Jim Tanner
because the buck passed between Southwark Public
Works (where the Society's letter was addressed) and
the Metropolitan Police (to whom it was copied).
However our copy to the contractors did produce a
reply hoping the hoarding would go back by 1 ·2

metres when the shop-fitters took over from the
builders. We tbo hope this will have happened by the
time members read this.
Incidentally those who have been drenched with mud
and spray while waiting at this and other unprotected
stops will understand why the Traffic and Transport ·
Sub-Committee has turned down a member's
suggestion that shelters should be reversed (like those

in front of Spurgeon's Tabernacle at the Elephant) to
try to keep queues in line.
Norman Hutchison

NEWS IN BRIEF
Denmark Hill Station - Phoenix and Firkin

The Southwark Environment Trust is entering the
restored Denmark Hill Station for a 1985 Civic Trust
Award. These awards are "intended to stimulate
interest in the appearance of our cities towns
villages and countryside; to create a gr~ater a;arenes~ of the importance of environmental design in
all its aspects, including architecture, planning, civic
and landscape design and to draw attention to the best
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contributions now being made in these fields".
The entry for the award is being made with the
support of British Rail, Bruce's Brewery and the
Camberwell Society. The awards will be announced
in late November this year.

Refuse
The health hazard, eye sore, pedestrian obstruction
at the lower end of Cam berwell Grove is not the
result of a cut back in refuse collection due to rate
capping. Nor is it a matter of rubbish dumping but of
rubbish collection - and the problem has existed
for years.
Is nothing ever to be done to clear this area at
regular, frequent intervals, to prevent this rat
breeding, unhygienic mess rotting on our pavement?

Rubbish piled up in Camberwell Grove

The Globe in the balance

For over 15 years American actor Sam Wanamaker
has been cherishing a plan to establish a memorial to
Shakespeare on his home ground - in Southwark.
Wanamaker's plan - for which he has raised over
£3 million - is to rebuild Shakespeare's "Wooden O"
on the site of the original seventeenth century Globe
Theatre. The plans for the new Globe also involve a
property company which would finance the cost of
the site in return for planning permission for an office
block. The Globe theatre would be the focus of a
Shakespeare "resource centre" which would pay for
itself, attract about half a million visitors a year,
bring prestige to the borough and local trade and
jobs.

Southwark Council own part of the land on which ·
the Globe would be built. An agreement was reached
between the previous Labour Council, the property
company and Wanamaker's International Globe
Centre. That agreement is now in the balance.
The present Southwark Council take a different view
to their predecessors on what should be done with
this piece of land on the riverside of north Southwark.
They do not want the Globe Theatre. Instead they ·
want council housing to reduce the housing waiting
list. As a result the Council decided to reject the
planning agreement with the Globe and its partner,
Demo Estates. The property company retaliated by
issuing a writ alleging non-compliance with a legally
binding agreement and asking for£ 12 million
compensation. Wanamaker also issued a writ. A
touch of true comedy of Shakespearian proportions
was reached with Southwark Council digging in its
heels and saying that the Southwark land was needed
as a road sweeper's depot and that the sweepers'
caravan and concrete sheds could not be relocated!
So Shakespeare has become caught up in political
ideology. It looks like, on the one side, Wanamaker,
the cultural centre, the property developer, prestige
visitors and more jobs for Southwark, lined up against,
on the other side, Southwark Council, the road
sweepers, hostility to a supposedly unwanted cultural
invasion and the need to find more and better homes
for north Southwark people.
Perhaps "sweet reason" will prevail. We hear as we go
to press that talks will be held between the opposing •
parties. Surely it should be possible to allow Sam
Wanamaker to fulfil his 15 year dream and for his
property company partner to make some contribution
towards badly needed Southwark homes?
Watch this space for more on the future of Shakespeare
in Southwark.
Unemployment in Southwark
Southwark's army of jobless is one of the largest in
any area of Britain, according to a recent report
compiled by the Inner London Consultative Employment Group. This report states that the situation for
the jobless is worse in Southwark and Lambeth than
in any other part of London. It shows that Peckham
is the worst black spot in London - with 3400
people out of a job per square mile in the Peckham
constituency. The Peckham figures are three times
as bad as Liverpool and four times as bad as Glasgow.

Ian Jenkin - Retirement
One of our longstanding members - and greatest
supporters - Ian fonkin is to retire this year as
Principal of the Camberwell School of Arts and
Crafts. In this New Year's Honours List he was
awarded the O.B.E. We offer our congratulations
to Ian Jenkin and our thanks to him for his help
and cooperation on various Society initiatives during
the past few years.
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Police Wireless Station, Grove Park
The Society has received a copy of a letter from
Southwark Planning to local groups and Councillors
about the Police's proposals to redevelop the Wireless
Station at Grove Park. In March 1983 Southwark
Council objected to the Police's plans after representations from the Camberwell Society and other local
residents. The Secretary of State for the Environment
was requested to hold a Local Inquiry if the Police

interested should contact:
The London History Workshop Centre,
42, Queen Square,
London WClN 3AJ (Tel: 01-831 8871)
There is a membership fee of£ IO for individuals
(if employed) and £5 (if unemployed, a student or
pensioner). Corporate bodies, societies or schools
pay £10.

wanted to pursue the matter. Apparently the Police
have not informed the D of E or the Council whether
they have dropped their plans or not. Both Southwark
Council and the D of E are now trying to find out
what the Police intend.
If the Police propose to continue with their plans, the
Society will continue to insist along with other local
residents that the issue is put before an Inspector
from the D of E so that the full extent l>f public
opposition can be fully gauged.

Reporting street lamps out of action
Members can help the Borough Engineer - and the
security of their own homes - by reporting promptly
any street lamp that fails to light up. Remember street lamps out of action make it much easier for
burglars and muggers to operate.
If you spot a lamp out of action all you have to do
is telephone 701 4231, and ask for 'Borough
Lighting'. Give the street and the number of the
house outside which the lamp is situated and prompt.
action will be taken . .
Recently a lamp went out of action in Kerfield Place,
was reported, and was repaired within 48 hours.
Write that telephone number in your diary or
address book now - so if you lose this Newsletter,
then you have the Borough Lighting's number to
hand when you need it.

The London History Workshop Centre
The London History Workshop Centre has been in
touch with us and we would like to pass on information about the Centre to our readers. Its aims are to
create a new focus for London history by gathering
material on all aspects of London life - its people,
its communities, its industries, its planning and its
politics. This material will be conserved and made
accessible and the Centre will establish an educational

service and try to provide courses, workshops and
exhibitions. It will also encourage participation and
involvement by Londoners in the making of their
own history.
The Centre has an archive of sound and video tapes
which members of the Centre can use. Anyone

Chairman talks to Warwick Society
A former member of the Camberwell Society
moved to Warwick three years ago and soon became
involved with the Warwick Society as its programme
secretary. She heard of the success of the restoration
appeal for Denmark Hill Station and invited our
Chairman, Jeremy Bennett, to go and talk to the
Warwick Society about the four year campaign to
save the Station. So, in November, Jeremy took the
train to Warwick and gave a lively account to a well
attended meeting not only of the Station campaign
but of the general work of an inner city amenity
society like ours.

Ethiopian Famine Appeal - member's initiative
One of our members, Jo Neild, approached the
Committee to say that she would like to organize a
Society stall to raise funds for the Ethiopian Famine
Appeal. It was quickly agreed that.Jo should be given
space at the Camberwell Society's Christmas Party
and a notice was sent round asking for items from
members which could either be raffled or sold. On
the night of the party Jo had great success. She
writes:
"I would like to thank all those members who
contributed towards the Bring and Buy Sale for
Ethiopia which took place at the Society's Christmas
Party. £144- 50 was raised and given to the Save the
Children Fund".
The Society would like to thank Jo Neild for her
initiative.

Sale of Society's Cards at Christmas
We would like to record our thanks to Committee
member Joan Piper who organized the rota of helpers
in our temporary shop on the corner of Denmark Hill
and Camberwell New Road. It is a time consuming
task and had to be organized at the last minute as we
did not know definitely until mid-November that we
would be able to use the premises again.
Our thanks also to Hilary Hugh-Jones of the Passage
Bookshop who again allowed us to sell cards through
her shop. She does this every Christmas taking no
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commission on sales. Also a thank you to David Bruce
who agreed that our card of the Phoenix and Firkin
could be sold at the bar of the pub and to Roger and
Tricia - landlords at the Phoenix - who sold over
two hundred to their Christmas drinkers and handed
over all the proceeds to us.
MEMBERS - PLEASE REMEMBER THAT OUR
CARDS ARE 'GREETINGS' CARDS AND CAN BE
USED ON ALL OCCASIONS - BIRTHDAYS, GET
WELL, ANNIVERSARIES, etc. - AND CAN BE
OBTAINED ALL THE YEAR ROUND FROM
MRS. DENSUMBE, Tel: 703 4824 OR FROM THE
PASSAGE BOOKSHOP.

21st March

Gary Grant, ecologist, of the London Wildlife Trust,
will give an illustrated talk on THE GR EA T NOR TH
WOOD and SYDENHAM HILL WOOD.
Even 50 years ago much more of the wood remained.
The present giant oaks and hornbeams are the direct
descendants of the wood which established itself
after the retreat of the last Ice Age 10,000 years ago.
Now even they are in jeopardy by a housing scheme.
18th April

A speaker from the International HQ of The Save The
Children Fund will talk about the work of the Fund.
17th May

The Society's Annual General Meeting.
MEMBERS' MEETINGS

Members' meetings are held at the United Reformed
Church, Grove Lane/Love Walk, SES, at 8.15 pm
generally on the third Thursday of each month. Please
note in your diaries the following meetings:
STOP PRESS
21st February

Reg Ward, Chief Executive of the London Docklands
Development Board will talk about current plans for
LONDON DOCKLAND.

At the time of going to press we have heard from two
of the MP's that they will be pleased to contribute to
our next Newsletter. We hope to hear from the third
shortly.

Printed by Business Services (Dulwich) Ltd., Windsor Walk, London SES 8BB
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NEWSLETTER NO. 67

May 1985

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Thursday, 16th May, 1985

The Annual General Meeting of the Camberwell Society will be held at eight o'clock on 16th May at the
United Reformed Church, Love Walk, SES.
.

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Apologies for absence.
Previous minutes and matters arising.
Annual Report of the Executive Committee for the year 1984-85.
Treasurer's Report.
Election of Officers and Committee.
All the Officers of the Society and the members of the Executive Committee retire annually in
accordance with the constitution of the Society and are eligible for re-election. Nominations are
required for the Officers and Committee. Any paid-up member may, together with a seconder,
make nominations. These must be in writing and may be made at the meeting, but preferably should
be delivered to the Hon. Secretary, 26 Grove Lane, SES, before this date.

6.

Any other business.
ISLAY CHARMAN
Hon. Secretary

SAM WANAMAKER AT THE CAMBERWELL SOCIETY
Following the AGM there will be a Public Meeting starting at 8.30 p.m. at which Sam Wanamaker, the
distinguished American actor and producer, will talk to the Society about the new Globe Theatre in Southwark
- his plans to rebuild Shakespeare's 'Wooden O' on the site of the original seventeenth century Globe.

For fifteen years Mr. Wanamaker has been pursuing his vision to establish a working memorial to Shakespeare
on his own ground and has raised over £3 million towards the cost of the project. But, as members will have
read in the last Newsletter, the future of the project is in doubt. Come and hear what Sam Wanamaker has to
say about the scheme and its future.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE AGM (FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY ONLY) STARTS
PROMPTLY AT 8.00 p.m. AND THE PUBLIC MEETING FOLLOWS AT 8.30 p.m.
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SOUTHWARK'S HOUSING PROBLEM - THE MPs' VIEWS
Over a period of several years the Camberwell
Society has shown its concern for our environment by criticizing bad planning decisions, by praising
good design, by encouraging support for environmental projects undertaken by the Council, the
Southwark Environment Trust and local groups and
by publishing this Newsletter. We have frequently
pointed our finger at Southwark Council as being
mainly responsible for the blight in the Borough first over the issue of the demolition of the 'old'
Se/borne area of Camberwell, then with our Blight
Survey and more recently with our "Public Property,
Public Waste" campaigns publicized here in the
Newsletter.
A year ago, in the March 1984 edition of the
Newsletter, Jeremy Bennett wrote an "Open Letter"
to Southwark Council's Housing Committee suggesting
a number of changes in policy which he believed
would improve housing conditions and the general
environment in Southwark. This provoked an
animated response from Cllr Tony Ritchie, then

Chairman of the Housing Committee and now leader
of the Council. Several Members wrote to the
Newsletter, some in favour of the ideas expressed in
the "Open Letter", others against. What was
important was that the subject was out in the open
and that Southwark Council seemed ready now to
debate the issues involved.
The Camberwell Society, having started this debate,
wishes to see it continue, believing that the free
expression of ideas about the problems facing
Southwark - with its vast housing stock and other
properties and now ratecapped - could well contribute
to the finding of better solutions. With this in mind,
earlier this year the Newsletter invited the three
members of Parliament whose constituencies cover
the London Borough of Southwark each to write an
article on SOUTHWARK'S HOUSING PROBLEM.
Gerald Bowden, Conservative MP for Dulwich,
Harriet Harman, Labour MP for Peckham and
Simon Hughes, Liberal/Alliance MP for Southwark
and Bermondsey, each give us their thoughts below

much, and so little was achieved. I view with despair
Southwark's current housing policy. Despair for the
homeless and ill-housed. Those that Southwark
Council is there to serve.
Good housing is the comer-stone of stable family
and community life. It should be of paramount
importance that the Council provides the best possible
range of housing opportunities to meet the needs of
its citizens. Southwark is signally failing to do
this.
Many of Southwark's housing problems are of the
Council's own making. The solution is in their own
hands, if they would only grasp it. Too often they
are blinded by their own political dogma to take
practical advantage of solutions that are there. Such
irresponsible obtuseness disadvantages all their tenants ·
who are ill-housed, and all the homeless languishing
on their waiting list. It is an outrage that those in
housing need should be at the mercy of such an
inefficient and ineffectual organisation.
There are a number of factors that have contributed
to the unhappy state of affairs. However, shortage

Gerald Bowden has been Conservative MP for
Dulwich since the 1983 general election when he won
the seat from Labour. He is a barrister and lecturer
in law and was formerly the GLC member for Dulwich.
GERALD BOWDEN writes:

Housing was one of the two issues that compelled me
to enter politics. I was angry that housing policy was
so mismanaged in London. So many were paying so

of money is not the main cause of Southwark's poor
housing. There has been ample housing money over
the years but it has been badly spent.
A major problem is that Southwark is a monopolistic
landlord in the borough. It owns some 68 per cent of
all homes, some 65,000 dwellings. That proportion is
far too high to be healthy. It presents a daunting
management problem; too big for Southwark, or
indeed any single organisation, to handle satisfactorily.
Rent arrears are at present running at some £ 17 million.
It has some 4,200 properties standing empty waiting
to be re-let. This represents a loss of some £4.5 million·
in rent.
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Large impersonal estates, the result of comprehensive
redevelopment in Southwark has been disastrous. The
financial cost has been out of all proportion to the
housing benefit achieved, but worse there has been an
incalculable social cost with the up-rooting of stable
and established communities and the alienation of
family life from their familiar reassuring
surroundings.
Southwark's proposals for the future suggest that
they have learnt little from the past. There are plans
to build a housing development on an important
conservation site at Sydenham Hill Wood, where
construction costs would be some four times that of
building on a normal site. Thus for the cost of housing
one family here, they could house four families
elsewhere. Is this the way to reduce the housing
waiting list? Does this suggest they have any real
understanding of how to solve Southwark's housing
problem?
The problems are real enough - but so are the
solutions.
There are immediate steps which could be taken to
alleviate the housing problem and increase the choice
of housing opportunities available to those who live
in Southwark.

Sale to sitting tenants
Firstly, they could enthusiastically support and
encourage tenants in their right to buy. The Government gave most council tenants the right to buy their
homes, where the landlord owned the freehold
interest in the property, in 1980. This was extended
to those properties where the Council owned the
leasehold in 1984 - this affected a fairly large number
of tenants in Southwark. Such sales bring many
benefits. It gives tenants, who previously thought the
cost of owning their own home was beyond their
wildest financial dreams, the opportunity to realise
this aspiration. Home ownership brings pride in
possession, and a sense of security and independence
to the owner: worthy aspirations.
Secondly, it brings financial benefits to the Council,
since it receives the purchase price - a capital sum
to be reinvested in the provision of further homes.
Moreover, the Council no longer has the financial
burden of repairs and maintenance on the properties
sold.
Thirdly, there is a benefit for those in housing need,
since the Council can have greater financial resources
in providing new homes in the future.
It is sometimes mistakenly argued that a house sold
to a sitting tenant is a denial of a home for someone
on the waiting list. This is clearly nonsense. If the
house were not sold to the tenant, the tenant would
remain there as a tenant. No additional accommodation becomes available by refusing to sell; quite the
· reverse, the sale produces finance for building further
homes.

Sale of Empty Properties
There are some 4,200 empty properties waiting to be
re-let. Many of these require substantial repairs and
maintenance. There is a demand for properties in
their unimproved state by prospective purchasers,
particularly young marrieds who are prepared themselves to undertake the work of renovation and
redecoration and would be prepared to purchase such
properties at a price reflecting their state of disrepair.
This scheme, known as "homesteading", was introduced by Horace Cutler's administration at the GLC
and was found to be extremely popular with those
who wanted to get on the first rung of the home
ownership ladder. Southwark with its 4,200 empty
properties awaiting expensive repairs and maintenance,
and losing some £4.5 million per annum in rent, has
the solution to this in their own hands. Why don't
they offer a proportion of these properties for
"homesteading"?

Co-operatives and Co-ownership Schemes
It has been found that the management of an estate
or a block of flats can often be more efficiently and
cost-effectively handled by the occupants themselves
identifying their needs and establishing their priorities.
There have been a number of such housing
co-operative schemes where the ownership of the
block is passed to the residents and owned jointly by
all of them. Southwark should look at the opportunities
for introducing such arrangements where they could be
appropriate. Many other boroughs have done so very
successfully. There is no rigid model but arrangements
could be flexible to suit the needs of the particular case.

Maintenance and Repairs
By far the greatest number of constituents who come
to my advice surgery complain about the inadequacy
or lack of housing maintenance and repairs. The
problem is clearly beyond the Housing Department to
handle effectively. There should be a thorough
review of cost and performance in seeing that better
value for money is achieved in maintenance and
repairs. Yes, this suggests 'privatisation'. And why
not? If a private contractor can do a better job for
a cheaper price than the Council's labour force, then
the solution is obvious. To continue to use direct
labour in these circumstances is to get the priorities
wrong. It is a misuse of resources and deprives many
of those on the waiting or transfer list of the chance
to be properly housed.
Sale of Shop and Commercial Properties
It is no part of a borough council's business to own
shops which do not form an integral part of a housing
development. Southwark was notable for indiscriminate acquisition of shop and commercial properties
when money was plentiful. There is no reason to
retain such properties in their portfolio at this present
time. Such properties are often empty - representing
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frozen capital making no proper financial return. The
capital tied up in these "investments" could more
properly be used for the provision of homes.
Rehabilitation and Renovation

We are now suffering the consequences of the
arrogance of architects and town planners in the 50's
and 60's. Large scale comprehensive redevelopment
has provided no long term solution to housing need.
We must adjust to thinking on a similar more human
scale in terms of rehabilitating and renovating existing
properties. It is cheaper to renovate, and socially
more beneficial. With limited financial resources
available, this should be the direction in which those
planning housing provision for the future should
look.
These solutions are suggested against the background
of financial resources being more scarce at present
than they have been in the past. But with a constructive approach, although there may be less money
available, there nevertheless could be a marked
improvement in Southwark's housing provision.
Rate capping is introduced to stop decay in Inner
London. To stop businesses, and in consequence
employment, being driven from the inner city. It is
not a device intended to deprive citizens of the
services that Councils should provide. Properly
used rate capping is an instrument - admittedly not
a particularly delicate instrument - but nevertheless
a workmanlike instrument, to improve Councils'
financial performance
The opportunities are here and now for Southwark
to improve the housing for its citizens, if only
Southwark Council has the political will to seize
them.
Gerald Bowden

HARRIET HARMAN writes:

No-one can be complacent about the problems for
Southwark Council tenants and those on the waiting
list. At my last surgery I saw approximately 90
people, mostly about awful housing conditions.
The Camberwell Society Newsletter has recently
carried features and printed letters that have been
extremely critical of Southwark Council's housing
policies. But the critics have, to date, failed to place
the local argument in its correct context. To begin
with, housing in inner city areas like Southwark is
more likely to be old, below acceptable standards
and rented i.e. occupied by people on low incomes.
In Southwark, 30,000 (one third) of all dwellings,
including 17,000 Council properties, are defective
in some way. Again, 14,000 Council dwellings are
classified as 'hard-to-let' and 25,000 as 'hard-to-heat'.
At the same time there are nearly 12,000 applicants
on the housing waiting list, 10,700 tenants wanting

Harriet Harman became Labour MP for Peckham
in October 1982 in a well-publicized by-election in
which she beat her SDP and Conservative rivals. She
held her seat in the 1983 general election. She was
formerly legal officer of the National Council for
Civil Liberties.

to transfer and over 2,000 households a year
presenting as homeless. A particular problem is the
number of single homeless people, many of whom
fall outside statutory provision and have been
disproportionately attracted to the borough over the
years. Women in particular bear the brunt of this
housing crisis - it is women who spend more time at
home, form the vast majority of the elderly population and have lower incomes. Therefore, they are
more dependent on rented housing.
The statistics alone should leave us in no doubt
as to the massive problems the Council faces. But
what has been the Government's response? This year
the Council will only complete 58 new dwellings! The
Government's housing capital allocation for 1985/86
of £26. 7 million (the Council asked for £93.5 million)
represents a cut of 12% on the current year. The
cumulative loss of capital since 1980 has been £89
million, the amount that should have been available
to help spending at its 1980 level. With restrictions
on revenue spending and the threat of rate-capping
it is proving difficult to maintain the existing stock,
let along provide much needed new housing.
It must be emphasised that in inner city areas private
capital, despite a favourable Government climate,
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applied and ideologically inspired restrictions. This is
just one part of a process of coercion of local government that threatens the very existence of local
democracy. I would go so far as to say that the
Government's attitude to Southwark is an attack on
the very idea of a housing policy. In spite of massive
problems which I feel are seriously underestimated by
many of your contributors, the Council has attempted
to pursue viable solutions and, without being
complacent, some progress has been made. Perhaps
this fact should be acknowledged and the focus of
your attention transferred across the river to
Downing Street, where the real blame lies.

has just not met the housing needs of local residents.
This is linked to other inner city characteristics high unemployment, low incomes and widespread
poverty ( over 50% of Council tenants are in receipt
of Housing Benefit). For people in this situation
the question of owner occupation does not arise.
It is doubtful if local people could afford to occupy
units provided by private developers without massive
subsidies from the Council to private building
contractors. Only 2% of 2 bedroom homes in Central
London cost less than £30,000. And therefore home
ownership in Southwark is way out of most people's
reach.

I'm not writing a blank cheque for the Council where improvements in setvices are possible, they
must be made. But whilst it is true that cash alone
cannot solve the Borough's housing problems, it is
also true that without the necessary cash, the
problems just cannot be solved. And it is cynical of
the Council's critics to attack the Council for a
situation which they are not in a position to remedy.

Housing Associations have received much praise in
these columns. Indeed, I see them as essential and
the Council tried, unsuccessfully, to persuade the
Government to expand the fair rent programme.
Disposals to associations require Ministerial consent to date only special needs projects undertaken in
partnership with specialist voluntary agencies have
been approved. Even so, DoE rules mean that the
Council has to sell at extremely low prices. Yet, in
spite of this, it is Council policy to dispose of vacant
properties for such projects. The critics should
acknowledge the efforts that have been made. Of
course, more needs to be done. But take, for
example, recent initiatives to tackle empty properties,
a problem which the Labour Party takes very seriously.
There has been a significant measure of success despite
crippling reductions in money available. Measures
implemented have included the time taken by the
Housing Works Division, letting properties prior to
work being completed on a rent free period basis and
the introduction of a short life programme. The
Council will spend over £550,000 this year on short
life and a total of 133 properties will have been
brought back into use. Not only does this programme
bring a community asset back into use, but the initial
outlay can be recouped. In Camberwell itself the
Council is currently pursuing a 'cost rent' scheme at
201-211 and 200-218 Camberwell Grove with a local
housing association which aims to prevent further
deterioration and ensure continued use until Government money is available for a comprehensive rehabilitation scheme to be developed. The cost 'of this Short
Life scheme will be around £150,000, two thirds to
be met by the Council. Substantial rate income will
be generated - estimated at between thirty and forty
thousand pounds a year.

Harriet Harman

Therefore despite the hostile financial climate in
which the elected Labour Council's strategy cannot
be implemented because of Government cut backs,
progress is still being made. There is still a long way to
go. Specific policies are needed to tackly Southwark's
problems. Yet the Conservative Government is
arbitrarily preventing the Council from using its local
knowledge to meet local needs by means of nationally

Simon Hughes won the Bermondsey seat from
Labour for the Liberal/Alliance in another highly
publicized by-election in February 1983 and held his
seat in the general election later in the same year. He
is a barrister and the Liberal Party spokesman on the
Environment.
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I entirely accept the premise - Southwark's housing
is in crisis. There are then two questions: Why?
and What should be done?

the record a bit. The Lib,eral Manifesto for the
1982 Borough elections in Southwark did not
advocate the mass sale of void properties. I quote:
"A massive effort must be made to let as many of
them as possible. Where they are 'hard to let',

Why?

they should be available to people who will

SIMON HUGHES writes:

Let me briefly trace some of the history of the crisis.
Nationally it goes back to the policy of successive
governments which encouraged the demolition of
local community housing in the belief that we should
build communities in the sky. How wrong they were.
Since then, the decline has been increasingly caused
by the lack of sufficient government funding in a
period of substantially deteriorating housing stock.
Locally the causes begin with the inheritance and
continuation by the present Borough of Southwark
of the old municipalisation policies of its three
smaller predecessors; the premature acceptance of
20,000 plus GLC properties before Southwark could
cope with its own, let alone with more; the ending
of any sales (except under the Right to Buy) by
the incoming Labour Council in 1982 (reversing their
predecessors' policies); and then a hotch-potch of
some other crazy policies and some incompetent
management. These include a points system for
transfers which pays almost no regard to underoccupation, thus trapping people in properties far
too big for them when they would be more than
willing to move elsewhere and release the necessary
bigger properties; an unwillingness to allow thousands of local applicants or tenants to take on
properties in need of work and do the work themselves - possibly occupying rent-free whilst they
did this; a fundamentally misguided decision to
contest the legal agreement entered into by their
own Council over the Downtown Estates in Surrey
Docks, thereby keeping approximately 800 properties
empty for three years even after receiving advice
that they would probably lose the legal case; three
different policies on voids and squatters in three
years, and a failure to recognise in allocation
policy the ability of a local community to help
itself if only it were allowed to do so.
Insufficient Housing Improvement Programme money,
reduction of the permitted expenditure of capital
receipts - now to 20%, reduction of Rate Support
Grant from over 60% in 1979 to under 50% now,
recent reduction in money available for home
improvement grants (after a substantial and welcome
increase), the effect of the Right to Buy legislation
and the Housing Defects Act, and prospectively
(although not yet) the effect of rate-capping, are all
factors.
What should be done?

So what should be done? First, let me correct

accept them - most notably young couples and
single sharers, two groups for whom provisions at
present are particularly poor. In certain circumstances it might prove possible to establish cooperatives of individual blocks, or alternatively offer
them to housing associations."
We have always argued that Government should not
have imposed sale on local authorities but should
have left it to local discretion. Our policy locally
however has always been that certain dwellings in
need of extensive repairs would be better sold and
renovated by other than Council monies rather
than kept derelict.
The second fundamental misconception which has
permeated much of the correspondence on this
subject is what I suggested in my Housing (Empty
Property) Bill, which had all-party support. It
required a strategy for the use of empty properties,
a register of empty properties, and a duty on private
landlords to register empty domestic property. It
imposed the same duty to register empty property
on public bodies, provided for various methods of
short-term accommodation, provided that the
Secretary of State should draw up a code of practice
to enable short-term or temporary use to be made
of empty property particularly in the private sector
by local authorities, and then lastly said that if a
local authority was unable to make suitable use of
any empty residential or potentially residential
property which it held and which was likely to
remain empty for more than six months, that it should
be under a duty to consider any proposals from a
housing association or other appropriate body for
the temporary use of the property. The Bill nowhere
suggested or required that property be sold off.
It is clear to me that in order to deal with the housing
crisis in our Borough as in others, the private, the
public and the voluntary sectors all need to be funded
and encouraged. As well as the proposals in my Bill,
there needs to be an imaginative development of loan
schemes, so that people can borrow to help purchase
or repair properties, and then the money borrowed
becomes a first charge on the price if they wish to
re-sell. There should be a clear strategy that rent-free
occupancy should be permitted in return for work
done according to agreed standards on local property.
Housing associations and co-operatives should be
increasingly encouraged - the Council still, to my
knowledge, only has two management co-ops and is
slow in agreeing to others. Instead of allowing
hundreds of properties to be empty and many
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hundreds squatted, recognised short-life groups
should be given licences and allowed to use Council
property for periods at a time on agreed terms.
But the Council can also seek to meet, at no loss to
itself and with the advantage of employment for
many construction workers, some of the demand that
clearly exists for local people to buy local property.
They should build for sale. A complete diversification

In the original consultations (see page 8 of Newsletter
No.64) the Society pressed the claims of local right
turners into Grove Lane and into Champion Hill
against those of the commuters who turn right into
Grove Hill Road and thence into Camberwell Grove.
But we were over-ruled. This is not an easy problem,
for the protection the lights now give pedestrians which members have welcomed - obviously cannot

of initiatives across the board from private to public

be reduced. And bus priority (see page 3 of News-

needs to be explored.

letter No.65) is very important. Nevertheless we
hope there is a better compromise to be found than
we have now, and that there will be consultations
in which members with something to contribute
could be involved.

This adds up to a much more pluralist approach to
housing. It also allows individuals much more
opportunity to contribute.

Norman Hutchison

At the same time for our own tenants we need
integrated, decentralised community-based management, a thoroughly revised points system, and a
massive improvement in what is still often a slow,
wasteful, costly and ineffective repairs and maintenance service. It is within the capability of Southwark
Council to alleviate substantially our Borough's own
housing crisis.
Even such a response from Southwark would, of
course, be far from sufficient without a complete
change of government policy. The 'magic of the
market place' has been a disaster. Investment in
housing should once again be a national priority for restoration and new-build; local councils must be
allowed to spend their capital receipts, the rating and
rate support grant systems must be replaced by a
system of local government finance which guarantees
more taxpayers money goes straight to meet local
needs without the risk of reduction by government,
and the government should once again take national
responsibility for ensuring that we house our homeless
and provide decent housing for all our people.
Central government and local Council have both
seriously failed in their duties. We look to both to
respond urgently, honestly and without dogma to the
increasingly desperate needs of Southwark housing.
Simon Hughes

SYDENHAM HILL WOOD
Many of our members are probably familiar with
Sydenham Hill Wood, a strip of natural woodland
bounded by Sydenham Hill on the east and Crescent
Wood Road on the south. The Wood is part of a
small surviving fragment of the Great North Wood
which once covered much of South London. It has
been described as the finest woodland in Southwark
or the neighbouring boroughs of Lewisham and
Lambeth, its giant oaks and hornbeams the direct
descendants of trees which established themselves
after the retreat of the last Ice Age 10,000 years ago.
Unfortunately it is only when a part of our environment is under threat that we begin to recognize its
full value and importance. This was brought home
to those of us who attended the members' meeting
on 21st March when Gary Grant, an ecologist with
the London Wildlife Trust, which manages the
Wood on behalf of Southwark Council, gave an
illustrated talk tracing the history of the woodland
and plans for its maintenance and care.
There are, we learned, 53 types of bird inhabiting
the Wood, including all three British Woodpeckers,
40 sorts of butterfly and moth, many insects and
eight mammals, including the fox. In addition 138
species of plants including 52 different trees have
been recorded.

DOG KENNEL HILL, CHAMPION HILL

AND WANLEY ROAD
The Wanley Road/Dylways link has now been closed,
so Champion Hill is no longer part of a rat-run from
Sunray Avenue to Grove Hill Road through the
Bessemer Grange Estate. We have therefore asked the
Council to get the altered traffic flow data to enable
us to have an early consultation on both the phasing
of the Dog Kennel Hill lights and the turns which
are allowed there.

But Southwark Council's plans to build housing over
about a third of the woodland poses a serious threat
to the whole of the area as a reservoir of wildlife.
The London Wildlife Trust fears that apart from the
loss of acreage, the alteration to drainage patterns
and pressure from the inhabitants on the remaining
woodland would further destroy its value as a haven
for locally rare flowers, butterflies and nesting
birds.
Jim Tanner
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An artists' impression of Butterfly Walk.

NEW CAMBERWELL SHOPPING CENTRE
TO BE CALLED BUTTERFLY WALK
Estates Property Investment Company (EPIC) has
chosen the name Butterfly Walk for its new shopping
centre development at Camberwell Green.
This name will be linked with the location of the
development by the use of the Camberwell Beauty
butterfly as a design emblem for promotional

purposes. It will also be featured in the floor of the
shopping mall.
The total development which comprises almost
50,000 sq.ft. of ground floor retail and banking
facilities, plus first floor storage and ancillary
accommodation, together with parking for 13 2 cars,
will be trading by Christmas 1985.
The 24,000 sq.ft. supennarket has been pre-let to
PRESTO Foodmarkets, the fitting out of the
Midland Bank has commenced and negotiations are
underway with major multiples for more than 50% of

the available accommodation of eighteen shops and
stores. These range from 1000 - 7000 sq.ft. in
size.
Early development proposals included the church
premises. When EPIC acquired these premises for
development they built a new church in Grove Lane.
However, following this acquisition, a Conservation
Area was declared; the Local Authority felt that
retention of the church would be desirable and it
was therefore agreed that the church would be
conveyed to the Local Authority in exchange for
other land in Daneville Road.
The Local Authority then commissioned a survey
which revealed that a very considerable sum would
have to be spent on the premises. As the Local
Authority did not have sufficient funds available
they withdrew from the agreement. EPIC were
then left with a building which had no apparent
economically viable use. A full survey by structural
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engineers has now been carried out. This revealed
that the building is a potentially dangerous
structure.
As EPIC believe that it is imperative that the
building is demolished at the earliest opportunity,
they have now applied for planning consent to
build, on the site, a three-storey building with retail
use on the ground and first floors and a small office
suite on the second floor.

carries what we believe is an excessive load which
should go to and from the North and West without
entering London. Consideration of solutions to
problems in South London inside the M25 will be
incomplete unless it includes removal of disincentives
to HGVs (e.g. at Dartford Tunnel) to use the M25,
and the possible introduction of disincentives to
use roads inside the M25 except to the minimum
extent justifiable by a bona fide London
destination.

Don Westcott

NEW ROAD STUDIES FOR LONDON

Members will have seen - and possibly acted on the advertisements by the consultants commissioned
by the Secretary of State for Transport to carry out
"assessments" of road problems in specified areas
of London. None of these includes Camberwell,
but we in inner London will be affected directly
or indirectly by what is done further out. The
consultants wanted to hear by 31 March what the
problems are. They are to consult subsequently on
possible solutions, and we may have to consider at
that stage how particular proposals could affect us.
So we have got a foot in the door by writing to
those responsible for four assessments - the South
London Study (which is concentrating on a broad
band on both sides of the A23 from Streatham to
the M23/M25 junction), the South Circular Study
(Wandsworth to Woolwich) and - so as not to miss
anything - the West London and East London
Studies. This is our letter:
"The Camberwell Society is an amenity society with
over 900 members which aims to improve the environment for all who live and work in Camberwell,
co-operating with - and if necessary opposing public authorities and private interests to achieve
that aim. Concern for public and private transport
and the problems they create and face is an
important part of our activities.
"Although apparently outside the area of your
study we are well placed to draw attention to two
issues which must affect it, and indeed others
currently commissioned by the Department of
Transport. The first is the pattern of heavy goods
traffic. Some lorries must enter Central London,
e.g. to reach Nine Elms or service central shops
or industry. But many seem to be making journeys,
e.g. from the Channel ports to the M1 or M4, for
which there is no good reason to come nearer the
centre than the M25. Because the City's lorry ban
reduces the options available to such traffic, the
A202 (which goes through the heart of Camberwell)

"The second general issue is the extent to which
South to Central London journeys are made by bus
or car where there is no Underground and British
Rail services are inadequate. The convergence of
bus and car commuters as they reach areas of inner
London such as Camberwell produces intolerable
conditions, not least a disruption of bus running
times and frequencies which encourages yet more
car commuting and creates a vicious circle. Your
study of movements in outer South London must
take account of saturation capacities in inner South
London and of the necessity of enabling roads there
to carry adequate and reliable bus services."
The South Circular Study is perhaps the one where
members are most likely to want to know the details,
even though none of the A205 itself passes through
our area, but we may need to keep an eye on the
other studies too.
Norman Hutchison

ABBEYFIELD CAMBERWELL SOCIETY

When we grow old we cannot always expect our
families to look after us and most of us would prefer
to remain independent. But we do want a room of
our own furnished with our own belongings, regular
meals, warmth, companionship, freedom to come and
go as we please, and to see our family and friends
whenever possible.
This is what Abbeyfield provides in its 870 houses in
the U.K. and Abbeyfield Camberwell provides locally.
At present we have two houses, one in Camberwell
Grove, opened in 1980 and one in Nunhead Grove,
opened in 1960. In 1986 we expect to open a third
house for which negotiations are well under way.
In every area where an Abbeyfield Society flourishes
it has been started by a group of local people with a
vision and the desire to provide small homes for
elderly people who want to live independently but
not quite on their own. The Nunhead Grove house
was one of the earliest opened, the result of the
direct inspiration of the founder of Abbeyfield,
Carr Gomm. The Camberwell Grove house was given
by the daughter of the former owner. The third
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house is being purchased and set up with a Housing
Corporation Grant. Abbeyfield is now a world wide
organization but there are other local societies in
Dulwich, Bromley, Lambeth and Lewisham.
Finding and acquiring a suitable house may take

We pressed BR about the deplorable limitation to
peak hours only of the Monday to Friday Victoria/
London Bridge service (see page 12 of Newsletter

hours of negotiations and fonn filling; the necessary

No.65). They have given us one crumb of comfort.

alterations need builders and architects and volunteers
even to help in these early stages; but the most
important step is to locate the likely residents. They
exist but not enough people know about Abbeyfield;
the elderly are all around us but do not need to be
lonely any more. It is not necessarily that they cannot
look after themselves, but for many it removes
anxiety when someone else cooks the main meals,
mends a fuse, pays the gas bill. The resident housekeeper provides the basic security for the small
community. The cost is less than in more institutional
type dwellings, but the independence is more. The
volunteer helpers quickly become friends. The old
friends of the residents are welcome to call and to
stay for a meal. The worries go away and it is an
established fact that Abbeyfield residents live longer,
and what is more, live more contentedly. People of
private means, or on social security, live side by side
(as in any community today) and no one knows who
is who and which is which. Residents are still able to
create their own niche in an environment of their
choice - their relations have not "put" them in a
home.

From May an hourly service each way will be provided
between Denmark Hill and Victoria by inserting a
call in a Maidstone/Victoria service. This isn't
exactly frequent, but an all-day service not subject
to changing at Battersea Park is one for which we
can echo BR's hope that it will be well patronised
by customers from Camberwell.

In 1985 people are not old at 80, but circumstances
may mean that individuals would like to be part of an
Abbeyfield community and to lose some of the cares
of life, but KEEP THEIR INDEPENDENCE.
National Headquarters provides support but every
Society is autonomous and depends for its success on
the volunteers. Every house needs its own Committee
and a rota of people who will visit, help generally or
with transport and social activities, cook on the
housekeeper's day off. The residents give Abbeyfield
a particular ethos. The volunteers and the housekeeper make a house run smoothly, be happy and
viable.
Abbeyfield Camberwell is expanding and will be able
to provide accommodation for more residents.
Vacancies are allocated according to the need of
applicants and we are at present considering applications for a room at Nunhead Grove and for one at
Camberwell Grove.
If you would like to know more about the Abbeyfield Camberwell Society, please phone MARJORIE
STOREY, 274 5233, CHAIRMAN. We should like to
hear from prospective residents, housekeepers,
voluntary cooks, gardeners, odd jobbers, helpers
with administration .... what could you offer?

BRITISH RAIL SERVICES

Members who found the train too dear in comparison with the bus may like to be reminded that a
2-zone "Capitalcard" at some £3 a month more than
a 2-zone bus pass will cover trains too.
Through services from Denmark Hill via a re-opened
Snow Hill tunnel are still in the future (and from
re-opened stations at Camberwell Station Road and
at Walworth still more in the future), but we are
urging BR to look at various possibilities. We are
also in touch with the London Amenity and Transport
Association, which is studying rail services south of
the River. Southwark Council has told BR it wants
a high frequency service on the Peckham to King's
Cross section when the tunnel re-opens; BR plans
envisage only a half-hourly service from Bedfordshire to Kent, like the present Holborn Viaduct/
Catford Loop service which it would replace.
Norman Hutchison

LETTER TO THE TREASURER
Dear Mr. Roskill,
On your card accepting my resignation from the Camberwell
Society you say that you are not sure what decisions I am
referring to since you have made none. The fact that the
Society acquiesces reluctantly in proposals is itself a decision
and .increases my apprehension regarding the manner in which
the Society operates.
My reasons for resigning are centred mainly on the recent

alterations to traffic arrangements in the area, and I set out
below the problems for the residents of Champion Grove
arising from these.
1

Mary Rose Seldon
Hon. Secretary
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The new traffic island at the junction of Champion Park
and Grove Lane now prevents those of us who travel to
the West End by car from turning right down Grpve
Lane. We now have to join the long stream of traffic held
up at the Denmark Hill traffic lights. This queue of cars
often stretches back as far as Champion Grove making it
very difficult for us to turn into Grove Lane. The new
arrangement has added ten to fifteen minutes of frustration while crawling through the chaos at Denmark Hill,
whilst before it was possible to by-pass all this. Many

car drivers become frustrated and make a U tum at the
new traffic island, which is dangerous or use the Windsor
Walle access to Grove Lane which I do. Thus in a general
sense the alteration has impeded the traffic flow instead
of improving it and serves no useful purpose.

2

3

REFUSE
In our last Newsletter we wrote about the problem
of rubbish dumped at the lower end of Camberwell
Grove. We are pleased to print the following letter
from Councillor Tony Goss.

The installation of traffic lights at the junction of Grove
Lane and Dog Kennel Hill has again caused long queues of
traffic especially at rush hours in Grove Lane which often
stretch down past Champion Grove making access
extremely difficult. Before these were installed the traffic
flow in Grove Lane was good.

Sir,
With reference to your recent article on refuse
deposited at the end of Cam berwell Grove, I
should like to make a few points.
Firstly, the refuse is cleared on a daily or two-daily
basis. Secondly, the restaurant opposite has recently
signed a trade refuse agreement, after much work by
Council staff.

The "no right tum" notice at these lights prevents us from
using Champion Hill as a means of avoiding the congestion
in Denmark Hill when travelling in the direction of
Brixton. Again, before these were installed there were no
problems at this junction either for vehicles or pedestrians
- I use this junction in both capacities.

I hope it will now be clear to you that these alterations have
made life much more difficult for car owners in Champion
Grove, and in addition it is now much more hazardous for
pedestrians trying to cross Grove Lane. It is not unusual to
have to wait five minutes before crossing and it seems to me
that a proper pedestrian crossing is essential although I am
aware that this proposal has been turned down in the past.
With regard to the traffic proposals for Camberwell Green
(which, incidentally, were not circulated in Champion Grove)
I need only quote the GLC explanation to show how ridiculous
these are. They state that "conditions are likely to be worse
immediately after their introduction of the new system but
that later there should be no more congestion than there is
now". What is the point? If Nadine Beddington was still
Chairman instead of having been deposed in a somewhat
strange manner, Road Option 7 might well have been adopted
with consequent benefit to all residents. I fear that the present
Officers and Committee do not have the necessary qualifications and experience to negotiate successfully with the
representatives of the relevant departments of the GLC and
the London_Borough of Southwark.
A further problem for us will be the reversal of the one way
system at the lower end of Grove Lane. We shall again become
embroiled in the mass of vehicles using Denmark Hill.
Finally, I must briefly refer to the proposals for Stage 1 of
the extensions to the Salvation Army Headquarters. I
attended the meeting at which these were explained. As an
Architect and Planner, I can approach this subject with
specialised knowledge (I was Architect for Lettsom Development) and in my view this extension should not be permitted
as it will seriously harm that part of Camberwell which at
present provides much needed open space, appearing as it does
after the enclosed feeling of Champion Park with its avenue
of trees and distant view of the park to close the vista. · The

However, the problem will continue as long as local
traders and restauranteurs continue to refuse to pay
for a refuse seIYice and, instead dump it on the
highway. May I respectfully suggest that, instead of
attacking the Council, you encourage your members
and their friends to withdraw their custom from the
guilty parties until they mend their ways. Hitting
them in the pocket is the most effective pressure we
can all bring to bear.
Councillor Tony Goss

ANOTHERCAMBERWELLCENTENARY
In Newsletter No. 64 (July 1984) we recorded the
centenary in Camberwell of Andrews and Robertson,
the estate agents and suIYeyors. We are now pleased
to record another centenary - that of Barclays Bank
on its present site at 2 Camberwell Church Street
overlooking the Green.
In 1885 the London and South Western Bank Limited
moved into these premises, having already been in
Camberwell since 1873. After a brief link with the
London and Provincial Bank it amalgamated with
Barclays Bank in 1918. Early customers of the Bank
included a laddermaker, a soap factor, a cigar
merchant, a cork manufacturer, a wheelwright, a
watch maker, a tea dealer and an architect.
Any other centenaries?

new extension will seriously curtail this view.

I hope these notes will be helpful tci you and I shall be glad to
enter into further detail if necessary. In any case I trust that
you will show this letter to the Chairman and arrange for it to
be published in the next Newsletter. I understand the Editor
is either the President or the Chairman - a very unorthodox
arrangement.

STOP PRESS!
The Phoenix and Firkin will feature in a conseIYation
programme on Channel 4 television on the evening of
Sunday, 26th May. The programme will celebrate an
environmental festival called Worldwise and will
encourage viewers to take part in corn;crvation project:..

Yours faithfully,

D.Keith Compton

A phone-in, outside broadcasts and live entertainment
will all be part of the programme.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1984- 1985

The major success in the Camberwell Society year

on the Working Party. Once Road Option 7 had been

was the completion of the restoration of Denmark

formally abandoned by Southwark Council and the

Hill station and the launching on 5 June 1984 of the
Phoenix and Firkin as a public house. The opening

GLC, it became necessary to try and obtain some
agreement from all the interested parties on what
should be done to improve conditions at Camberwell
Green. Eventually a new scheme for Camberwell
Green was agreed by the Working Party and, as
reported in the Newsletter, the Society "acquiesced"
in this scheme. Unfortunately the scheme was
amended (by keeping open on "an experimental basis"
the road to the north of Camberwell Green and by
closing only "on an experimental basis" Daneville
Road) by Southwark Councillors at the last meeting,
after the final meeting of the Camberwell Green
Working Party had been held. Therefore, at the
Public Inquiry into the Mid-South Southwark Local
Plan held in February, the Society was forced to
oppose these new amendments. Nigel Haigh, for the
Society, argued strongly for the road to the north of
the Green to be closed permanently , for Daneville
Road to be closed permanently and for adequate
measures to be taken to reduce overflow traffic in
side streets consequent on the new traffic measures
to be introduced at Camberwell Green. Th~ Society
awaits the Inspector's judgement on these and other
issues with interest.

celebrations were described in the pages of the
Newsletter. The Society had every reason to be
pleased - a four year campaign had ended with the
rebuilding of a major local landmark; what would
have remained a derelict building adding to innercity blight had been put back into working use;
between fifteen and twenty new jobs had been
created; a unique local amenity - a railway pub has been created and has proved its popularity ever
since. I am pleased to be able to report that the
Certificate of Commendation received by the Society
from the Civic Trust in the 1982 Pride of Place
competition is now framed and, with a copy of the
Southwark Environment Trust appeal brochure,
hangs on the walls of the pub as a permanent reminder
of the part played by the Society in the restoration
of the station.
The year was an active one for members of the
Society's Executive Committee and Sub-Committees.
Membership of the Society continued to grow. This
time last year we had 850 members. Today it is 935
and we hope to reach our target of 1000 members by
the end of 1985.
The Executive Committee met regularly every month.
The Transport and the Planning Sub-Committees also
met throughout the year to monitor traffic issues and
planning applications submitted for comment by the
Council.
Transport issues have been fully reported in the
Newsletter and have included discussion on rat-running
in residential streets, bus lanes, pedestrian safety and
traffic congestion.
Areas of Camberwell on which the Society has
expressed views on traffic issues have included
Brunswick Park (in conjunction with the Brunswick
Park Residents Association), Dog Kennel Hill,
Camberwell Grove, and of course Camberwell Green.
The Planning Sub-Committee has dealt regularly with
a number of planning applications made by householders for domestic alterations as well as looking at
plans for new buildings. This is a very busy group
and any members who would like to feel that they
have some say in what buildings are put up around
them, are encouraged to volunteer for this
Sub-Committee.

Shortly before the Local Plan Inquiry the Society
learnt the verdict of the Inspector on the previous
Public Inquiry into Road Option 7 which had been
held in January 1984. The Inspector found against
the Road Option 7 plan and the modifications
suggested by the Society. Some members of the
Society felt that this verdict was inevitable in view of
the fact that the GLC and Southwark had already
made public their intention of scrapping the
scheme.
The Camberwell Society shop flourished at its
previous site on the comer of Denmark Hill and
Camberwell New Road during November and
December. Four new cards were produced and
sold well, including a watercolour of the Phoenix and
Firkin specially commissioned by the Society. The
sale of publications continues to make a major contribution to the Society's finances and the Newsletter,
published four times this year, continues to be the
Society's standard bearer.
Swimming has attracted a growing number of
membe rs and is one of the most flourishing activitie;s

The problems of Camberwell Green also kept the
Society busy. There were regular meetings of the
Camberwell Green Working Party during last year and
these were attended by the Society's representatives

of the Society. Beryl-Christine Bates still organizes
swimming on behalf of the Society and she is always
keen to hear from anyone wanting to have a regular
weekly, or twice-weekly, dip.
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Members meetings continue to draw a regular and
loyal band of supporters but the Society would like
more of its members to attend the meetings it
arranges. This year we have enjoyed a very interesting
and varied menu - Crime Prevention with videos
organized by the Police; the National Theatre; Trams
and Transport in London; London's Docklands; the

projects would cease, outside funding would be lost
and activities would be at a much lower level, with
several youth workers losing their jobs.

Great North Wood and Sydenham Hill Wood by

charitable donation this year.

London Wildlife Trust and Save the Children Fund.
All were subjects of considerable local or London
interest. If half the number of members who attended
the very successful Christmas Party in December
came to the monthly members' meetings, the
Committee would feel more encouraged!
All our activities are carried out by volunteers. We
hope more members will come forward to stand for
the Committee, or help with the Sub-Committees or
simply to deliver Newsletters. Anyone who fancies
a day out helping on the Society stall at the Belair
Fair in Dulwich or at Goose Green in August is asked
to contact the Hon. Secretary. A voluntary society
depends on its volunteers!

After hearing of the crisis the Camberwell Society
Executive Committee in February agreed a donation
of £50 to the Centre; this is to be the Society's only

Many others locally have responded, and in the first
three weeks of fundraising the Centre has raised
£8,000 - nearly half the total required. Events have
included a sponsored walk, discos, a jumble sale and
collections. In April ten people, including two priests,
are taking part in a sponsored parachute jump.
The St. Giles Youth Centre still needs the help of as
many local people as possible; help is needed in the
following ways:donations, sponsorship and fundraising;
ideas for fundraising;
suggestions of companies or trusts which
might make a donation or sponsor the Centre;
services which individuals or companies can
provide cheaply, to cut the Centre's costs.
All offers and suggestions should be made to Laurie
Hicks, Senior Youth Worker, St. Giles Youth Centre,
Benhill Road, SES (703 5554).

Jeremy Bennett
Chairman

Andrew Murray

ST. GILES YOUTH CENTRE
St. Giles Youth Centre, in Benhill Road, is facing a
serious financial crisis, which could result in its
closure. The London Federation of Boys Clubs has
given notice that it will shortly withdraw its guarantee
of the Centre's overdraft. The overdraft recently
stood at £13,000 with other creditors being owed
nearly £5,000.
The Youth Centre opened in 1967 in new premises in
Benhill Road, near to St. Giles Church and Vicarage.
The Centre was set up by charitable funds and now
employs two full-time and fifteen part-time youth
workers, mainly ILEA funded, overseen by a voluntary
management committee. As well as the rooms used
for general activities, the Youth Centre has a kitchen
and underground gymnasium. At the front, an
unusual churchyard porch has recently been restored.
Outreach and other projects are run at the Centre
and they organise many holidays and weekend
outings.
The financial crisis has arisen because ILEA grants,
subscriptions and fundraising are about £9,000
short of the Centre's running costs of £24,000 a year
causing a deficit of nearly£ 15,000 to build up. With
the overdraft guarantee being withdrawn, the Centre
is in real danger of closing. Even if ILEA were to
agree to completely fund the Centre, the current

CONCERT IN AID OF
SAVE THE CHILDREN AFRICAN APPEAL
The Ruskin Trio is giving a concert in aid of The
Save the Children African Appeal at St.Barnabas
Church, Calton Avenue, Dulwich, on Wednesday,
12th June at 7.30 p.m.
The programme will comprise the Flute Quartet in
C by Mozart, the String Trio in E flat by Beethoven,
the Flute Quartet in D by Mozart and Lennox
Berkeley's String Trio. Admission is £2 for adults
and £ 1 for Senior Citizens and _children. Tickets will
be available at the door on the evening of the concert
or in advance from 95E Camberwell Grove SES 8JH
(Tel. 01-703 4979).
The Ruskin Trio was formed by Jane Gomm, a
Cam berwell Resident for the past 11 · years and a
member of the Society, and takes its name from
John Ruskin, the Victorian artist and writer who
lived and worked in nearby Heme Hill.
The trio, all accomplished professional musicians,
comprises Jane Gomm, violin, Sarah Pope, viola,
and David Bucknall, cello. The flautist at the concert
will be Deborah Davis.
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WHAT IS NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH?
Since its inception some eighteen months ago, the
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme (incorporating
Property Marking) has steadily gained in more and

Important jobs such as distribution of newsletters
with the latest trends in crime and methods used
by criminals, and in lending a hand with Property
Marking are only some of the tasks undertaken
by co-ordinators.

more public interest.
The scheme based on excellent results obtained in the
U.S.A. was adapted by the Metropolitan Police and
promoted in London as an effective means of
combating the general rise in crime levels.
Locally we have started several schemes with the
whole hearted support of the public, and although
really in its infancy, the results have been most
encouraging.
Neighbourhood Watch is a way of helping the police
by giving them the extra eyes and ears they need to
reduce crime. It's about local residents joining
together in an organised co-ordinated group to
protect themselves and their neighbours by
reporting anything suspicious they see or hear to
police using the emergency 999 telephone
system. In essence it's a scheme which increases
public awareness in the continual fight against
local crime including burglaries, car thefts and street
robberies.
Police do not wish to see residents get involved or
to 'have a go', but by increased vigilance be in a
position to call police with a reasoned account of
what suspicious happening is occurring, having
observed calmly and discreetly.

Property marking is the use of the postal code
to mar]( most of a households valuables, making
them readily identifiable if coming into the
hands of police, and less of an attraction to
criminals just by being so identifiable.
Although some readers will already be in a
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme, the Camberwell
Society has kindly agreed to publish this outline of
the scheme as your local police continue to be
concerned at crime levels, and are determined to
promote and encourage support from responsible
public-minded citizens.
If you are interested or think you can help please
contact either your local home beat officer or
your local crime prevention officer.

Carter Street and Camberwell ................... 703 0844
Ext: 214
Peckham and Dulwich ............................... 639 4333
Ext. 49
Southwark ................................................. 407 8044
Ext. 254
"There is no let up in crime - there must be
no let up in vigilance".

Local groups have a well defined area of their
neighbourhood to watch with one member
acting as area co-ordinator, assisted by several
street co-ordinators. Regular residents meetings
are encouraged to discuss local problems.

Terry West
Crime Prevention Officer
Carter Street
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NEWSLETTER NO. 68

THE GLOBE THEATRE PROJECT
The distinguished American actor and producer, Sam Wanamaker, a resident in this Borough for the past
fifteen years, addressed a packed audience following the Society's A GM last May, on plans to restore
Shakespeare's Globe Theatre to Southwark. Reporting on his talk, which drew lively discussion from the
audience afterwards, Jim Tanner traces the history of the Globe and one man's vision to establish a memorial
to Shakespeare on his own ground.

What part of our culture has had the most profound
and widespread influence abroad? Before you suggest
the Beatles, consider w_hether their music will still be
played and listened to for the next four centuries. It
may be, but some 3 70 years after his death in April
1616 William Shakespeare's plays are read and

performed throughout the wor!d, as much in Russia
and China as in America.
The earliest performances of many of these plays, in
the lifetime of the author, were at the Globe Theatre
in Southwark, sited, it is fairly reliably believed, on
land which straddled the present Southwark Bridge
Road with a frontage to Park Street formerly known
as Maid Lane (see fig. I).

own description 'a wooden O' - was a circular
building with a thatched roof, completely open in the
centre with a stage jutting into this open space (see
fig.2). The shilling patrons sat on the stage, threepenny patrons had stools in the Balconies which were
in three tiers, while those paying a penny stood in the
open in the centre. There were no 'props' and no
scenery - nothing in fact to distract from the magic
of the playwright's words. It was the language that
counted.
The Globe Theatre disappeared many years ago,
destroyed by fire when the thatch caught light. In
1864, three hundred years after Shakespeare's birth
Garrick sought to reconstruct it. More recently the
distinguished town planner, Sir Patrick Abercrombie,
in his post-war plan for London recommended the

The original Globe Theatre - to use Shakespeare's
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Undeterred Sam Wanamaker founded The Globe
Theatre Trust and set about raising money. He
organised a barn-storming tour of America
persuading many well-known actors and performers
such as Michael Yorke, Douglas Fairbanks jnr., Cleo
Lane, John Dankworth, Millicent Martin, Nicol
Williamson, Shirley Mclaine, Ian McKellon, Leonard
Nimo, Ron Moody and Richard Dreyfus to appear at
performances to raise funds and by persistent effort
raised over $2m with pledges for twice that amount.
Sceptics questioned that, when built, the Globe
project could be made to pay, but two independent
professional advisers who carried out feasibility
studies demonstrated that the project was viable.

· opening up of the dver banks ·as a walkway and
provided for the reconstruction of the Globe. None
of these earlier plans came anywhere near fruition.
Only now, largely through the efforts of one man,
is there a real possibility that we may once again have
a Globe Theatre in Southwark.

,,,

Helped by the local authority, the Bear Gardens
Museum of the Shakespearean stage was opened in
December 1972 and a scheme was developed in
conjunction with a property developer who already
owned land in the area.
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Fig. 1. Map showing the site of the original Globe Theatre,
marked 'A' now partially taken over by Southwark Bridge
Road, and the proposed site of the new Globe, marked 'B:

· Sam Wanamaker is an American, hooked on
Shakespeare ever since as a youth he saw the pastiche
reproduction of the Globe Theatre which was the
British contribution at the Chicago World Fair of
1933. Two years later he became an actor, playing
Shakespeare in his first professional job. When he
came to Britain in 1949 he immediately sought out
the site of the Glo.be Theatre. What he found was a
brewery with a blackened plaque commemorating the
spot. Twenty years later, when showing his brother
around London he took him to the spot and they saw
that some demolition was going on. At the time a
public inquiry was being held into the GLC's Greater •·
London Development Plan. Wanamaker realised that
there was a risk of office development on the site and
decided that fast action was needed. By this time he
had come to live in the Borough and was determined
that Southwark should once again have its Globe. He
approached the then chairman of Southwark's
planning committee, met the leader of the Council
and was invited to address the Council. This was
followed by a meeting with Southwark Council, the
GLC, the Bankside Society and many celebrities to
discuss the project. The idea emerged of a mixed
development to include housing and schools. But the
Government and local authority, he found, were not
willing to put up any money. And he was told:
'Without money you have no credibility'.

From the outset one of the major problems confronting the project has been in acquiring a suitable site.
Wanamaker was determined that this should be as
near as possible to the site of the original Globe. The
only possibility to emerge was 0.8 acres of derelict
land on the river frontage opposite St. Paul's
Cathedral (see fig. 3). A large part of this land is
owned by Southwark Council and used as a road ·
sweepers' depot. Demo/Freshwater, the property
developers planned to build an office scheme there
and held part of the riverside frontage. So that they
would release this to the Globe, Southwark offered
them alternative land owned by the Central Electricity
Generating Board. The Council would acquire this
by compulsory purchase and then sell it to Demo. As
part of this agreement Southwark would re-locate the
road sweepers and lease its land to the Globe. However
as reported in Newsletter No. 66 (page 10) this
arrangement has not gone ahead. Amidst a flurry of
writs, the property developer has made it clear that it
will not proceed with the office development. But
some good may well come of this. The Globe Trust
. was not an enthusiastic supporter of the office
development and welcomes the provision of housing.
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Plans prepared by Theo Crosby of Pentagram provide
not only for a new Globe Theatre which, because it is
faithful to the original design, will be used only in
daylight hours, but another theatre to be called the
Inigo Jones Theatre, a restaurant, a pub and a museum
with provision also for housing.
Guided by experts and scholars Crosby has produced
a design for a theatre which reflects the form,
character and spirit of the original Globe. There have
had to be compromises in order to satisfy modern
standards of safety. The building will be roofed with
tiles rather than thatch. Aisles and staircases will be
wider. There will be more exits and the building will
accommodate a maximum of 1500 people compared
with the original audience capacity of some 3000.

THE HOUSING DEBATE
In our last issue we published the views of
Southwark's three M.P's on the housing crisis in the
Borough. We continue the debate in this issue with
letters from Councillor Toby Eckersley, and
members Jonathan Hunt and C.P.Mead.
From Councillor Toby Eckersley
Sir,

Fig. 2. Model of the new Globe Theatre designed by
Theo Crosby of Pentagram Design Partnership, a faithful and
scholarly reconstruction of Shakespeare's original wooden 0.
Photograph by courtesy of Brian Rybold.

The Globe Project is not without its detractors. In a
letter published earlier this year in The South London
Press, the Chairman of the North Southwark
Community Development Group said that 'to build
or not to build the Globe Theatre is a secondary
question'. He argued that the site should be used for
housing.
Whilst not questioning the need for more and better
housing in this part of Southwark, the Camberwell
Society takes a different view. The Globe Project
will bring employment to the area, not just for
actors. There will be a need for stagehands,
electricians, wardrobe staff, catering staff, guides,
people to sell cards and books and so on. It will be
a resources centre used by schools. In short it will
bring new life to a derelict area of London and
restore to Southwark the honour of being the home
of Shakespeare. And it will do this as well as providing
housing. There is room for both on the site, with
more housing to replace the offices.
There is ample evidence that the project has wide
support in Southwark. A public meeting was held
at the South Bank Polytechnic in March. Some
three-quarters of the 200 people who attended were
local and there was overwhelming support for the
project to go ahead. As is reported elsewhere in this
Newsletter supporters have now formed themselves
into the Friends of the Southwark Globe which will
join in the campaign to see the project come to
reality.
Jim Tanner

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
At the AGM on 16th May last approval was given to
an increase in the annual subscription from £2 to £3
for single membership and from £3 to £4 for family
membership. The subscription for students and
pensioners remains at £ 1. It would be appreciated if
those paying by banker's standing order would alter
their arrangements accordingly.
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Some Camberwell Society members may remember
one of the results of an opinion survey commissioned
six years ago by the O'Grady regime: 60% of
Southwark people wanted to be owner-occupiers. At
that time only 13% were, and the percentage today
is only two or three points higher, mostly as a result
of the statutory "Right to Buy" introduced in 1980.
Under this, 1000 dwellings have been bought so far
by sitting tenants. Only 280 of these are flats. Since
55% of Southwark's municipal housing stock is flats
and 26% is maisonettes, it is clear that there is still
today a substantial unmet need for owner-occupation.
A desire for a house with a garden is a major part of
this unmet need, but it is not all. There is also the
desire to be responsible for one's own immediate
environment, to have a financial stake in one's
dwelling, and to escape from the perceived mindless
rudeness and inefficiency of the Council bureaucracy.
There are many thousands of tenants trying to
bring up a family in the worst estates living a twilight
of demoralised despair, not because of the physical
condition of the dwelling but because of the stress
caused by anti-social behaviour by other tenants
within 100 yards of their own doorsteps. The Borough
Council is at present failing in its duty to this
neglected majority.
What then do we do to help the 50,000 families in
Council flats and maisonettes? I would suggest the
following in ascending order of radicalness:
( 1) Restore the morale of the estate management
service. This requires Councillors to support
firm management and dismiss the incompetent.
(2) Remove all incentives for squatters to regard
Southwark as a soft touch (there are now 1300
squats compared with 75 in June 1982).
(3) Reduce the massive level of rent arrears (£21
million compared with £4 million in mid-1982),
thus providing more resources for better service.
(4) Encourage wider membership of and responsibility
for, tenants associations.
(5) Re-open the proposal for "sin bins" for
incorrigible anti-social tenants, approved in the
last days of the O'Grady regime.
(6) Reduce the level of voids (4500) by giving a
decoration grant to incoming tenants, where
appropriate, and by a selective sales policy.
The above would be fairly quickly perceived by the
neglected majority as a general change for the better.
(7) Increase rents to provide a better service, the
worse off being protected by the housing benefit
system.

(8) Begin the following programme in the worst
estates:
(i) Reduce density and improve the general
environment by demolishing certain blocks.
(ii) Earmark certain blocks for sale to developers
for improvement for sale to all-comers; this
achieves maximum capital receipts for
financing the other elements of the
programme.
(iii) Earmark other blocks for transfer to:
(a) Tenants in the estate and elsewhere
wishing to become long leaseholders
under the "Right to Buy" (the freehold of these blocks could eventually
be transferred to ownership
co-operatives).
(b) Management co-operatives for those
who wish to continue to rent but take
more responsibility.
(c) Waiting-list applicants at the maximum
discounted sale price (30%).
(iv) The remaining blocks to stay in the traditional
municipal rented sector.
As the effects of certain occupiers having a financial
stake begin to be observed by the existing tenants,
the social benefits will, in my view, be obvious and
enormous. The result will be an increase in the welfare
of both sets of people, and the prevention of vast
areas of the Borough from falling into irretrievable
decay, a breeding ground for political extremism and
a bottomless pit for the taxpayer and the few
ratepayers who would then remain.
Toby Eckersley

by a financial crisis. Such a scenario cries out for
radical solutions and changes of attitude.
The first, I suggest, is to abandon the belief that the
Council - whether officer or politician - knows best.
The second, that it is only the Council that can
improve public housing.
We need to learn lessons from other sources. One is
the example of many British companies fighting their
way out of the monetarist-induced recession, who are
successfully switching from a production-oriented to
a market-oriented approach. In other words, finding
out what people want to buy, rather than saying this
is what we make.
There must be a full consultation with the 65 000
Southwark tenants, for whom 'Labour is our Landlord' has been the norm for more than two generations. They must be asked what are their needs
aspirations and views, based on a realistic knowledge
and consideration of all the options.
How many believe the choice lies between
authoritarian landlordism and outright ownership?
How many confuse custody and control with
ownership? How many want, and will be able to
buy their own homes? Would they want to buy the
home they are living in? How many want to be able
to have a direct say in the improvement of their
immediate environment? Even if the Council cannot
satisfy the demand for houses with gardens, it must
base housing policies on what people want not on
political dogma of left or right.
The second lesson can be drawn from the approach
of Sir Kenneth Newman, the police commissioner.
Faced with a huge shortfall in the resources needed
to police London, he has reversed the direction in
which the police were proceeding. He is attempting
to mobilise the greatest resource available - the
goodwill, co-operation and assistance of those the
police are there to serve. It says much about the
attitudes of authority in our two-party system of
rotating dictatorship that such a move should be
hailed as radical and innovative.

From Jonathan Hunt
Sir,

The fairly predictable, though nonetheless
interesting, views of our three M.P's for Southwark all point from different directions to the fact
that housing in our Borough is at or near crisis
point.
While, with changes of emphasis, the diagnosis is
clear enough, the remedy is not. To suggest that
the problem can be sold-off, or privatised, is totally
unrealistic. Equally so is the view that it can only
be improved through spending vast amounts of
money that are not available.

Yet this is the approach that we must bring to
housing in Southwark. The Council does not have
the resources or, at present, the motivation to
improve the lot of tenants. The only people likely
to bring about any great improvements in the way
their estates are run are the tenants themselves.

Whichever party is in control after the elections next
May - Labour or the Liberal/SDP Alliance ( or
neither, with the few Tories from around Dulwich
village holding the balance of power) - will have less
money to spend on essential services. The full effects
of a 20 per cent plus reduction in central government
contributions, plus the effect of ratecapping, has
been avoided this year by dragging up all the underspend and reserves in the Council coffers.

Where it is their wish to do so, tenants should be
given increasing degrees of power in the running of
their own blocks and estates. This might evolve to
a system of full co-operatives, or a level of selfmanagement along the way that meets those
tenants' aspirations and abilities.

However, because 'Wolf has been cried so loudly and
often this year, residents may not believe it when it
happens - as it will in 1986. A housing crisis topped

But if tenants are to take over more responsibility
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they must also be given the power that goes with it to administer budgets and instruct staff, within guidelines that are agreed. It may be that a tenants'
association would restrict its activities to one or a few
functions, such as repairs, or the running of communal
facilities.

From C.P.M ead
Sir,

I must express some slight disappointment with the
comments of the M.Ps on Southwark's housing
problem. All the existing policies have failed to come
up with a solution, and therefore some new proposals
would have been welcome. Alas, there were very
few.

It is obviously important that there must be incorpor-

ated within such changes protection for individuals,
and the right to opt out where a traditional landlord/
tenant relationship is preferred. It is a devolution of
power that must evolve, rather than being forced
upon tenants, with each group developing at its own
speed.

It would be honest to say that I am most in sympathy
with Dulwich MP Gerry Bowden, but I cannot even
go 100 per cent along with his views.
The main problem is that Councils - since 1982
The Council - own two thirds of the homes in the
Borough. No landlord, private or public, can
effectively run an empire that big. This simply cannot
be rectified by just more cash. When has there ever
been a period even when the money was flowing in
that Southwark Council did not have a chronic
housing problem?

It is also something that should occur against a back-

ground of decentralising and integrating council
services, in order to respond to real need. It must
occur within a corporate culture where the principal
objective of the Council and its employees is to serve
residents - and not the other way round, as seems to
be the case at present. No Council is going to get
anywhere near to easing the housing cirsis without
the involvement and goodwill of its staff. But it will
never stand any hope at all if the Council continues
to be run by and for a section of its own employees.

The answer cannot be, as Harriet Harman appears to
propose, to increase the size of this empire still further
by new building and taking over more properties.
In most cases we are not talking about excessively
old properties. The bulk of the Council's housing
stock has been built since 1930. In the private sector
a 1930 property is considered almost modem.

We do need to scrutinise what workers do, and how
they perform those tasks. Repairs and maintenance,
in particular, is an area requiring closer examination.
But it is not the only area for radical questioning.
How many officers are engaged on making decisions
that should be made by tenants?
Could not the abilities of allocations staff be better
utilised? Could market forces be channelled to
fulfil the requirements more efficiently, through an
'estate agency' system. Here, all available council
properties would be on open display, and tenants
requiring a transfer, or those on the waiting list would
be able to "bid" for them with the points they have
accumulated. Hopefully, such a system would help
reduce the scandalously high number of empty council
homes and obviate the need for squatting.
There are many examples of where a radical,
questioning approach to housing problems is longoverdue. This does not pretend to be an answer to
many of the serious immediate problems the Council
faces, such as the need to demolish some of the blocks
put up within the last 25 years, nor of finding the
money for urgently-needed repair and renovation for
too high a proportion of our housing stock.

The essential problem is that there are thousands of
basically sound fairly modem properties that have
been allowed to fall into disrepair. The Council
figures for vacant properties are far too optimistic. If
every empty council home was brought into use I
suspect the waiting list would vanish.
The Council cannot manage its empire, so why not
let tenants have a try?
Unfortunately the "right to buy" policy advocated
by Gerry Bowden is not, on its own, sufficient to do
this. Critics of the policy have made the quite valid
point that its benefits are mainly confined to council
houses. There are difficulties when it comes to flats,
which form the majority of Southwark's properties.
In my previous letter I made fairly lengthy proposals
which I will just outline again.
Selected estates should be repaired to a reasonable
standard. Some blocks of flats should be set aside for
sale, with others staying with the council for rent.
Tenants should be transferred between them in
accordance with their wishes. The flats to be sold
should be priced to cover the renovation cost of the
whole estate and to pay off the remainder of the
original loan to build the property. Because of .
inflation the latter figure is going to be very small for
homes built before 1970. The price per flat could be
as little as £5000 - or about £ 10 a week in mortgage
terms. Even if it was £10,000 it would be a bargain

And it is an approach we are not likely to see adopted
by the Council while the present Militant-Workerist
faction is in control. They are idealogically opposed
to co-operatives and any other system that fails to
give them absolute power to carry out their policies
in a way unfettered by democratic processes.
Jonathan Hunt
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because ex-tenants would have acquired an asset
worth at least £25,000 - an asset they can use, but
which at present the Council cannot.
This proposal should be tried out in a pilot scheme on
one or two estates, preferably those with a high
proportion of empty homes. Then it should be

(3) SET, will make an effort to involve local
communities - whether tenants' associations,
amenity societies, schools or simply a street with
residents who want trees - in choosing where to
plant them and, what is most important in SET's
view, in looking after the trees once they are
planted. We have all seen the distressing sight of

sapling trees planted in the street one day and

extended gradually to cover the whole Borough over
a few years.
Others gain as well as the new home owners. Those
who stay tenants will have the benefit of a newly
renovated flat, and because the Council will have
fewer homes to look after, it will be able to give a
better service to those remaining. A smaller empire
will be more efficient and this will help all ratepayers.
Why should not such a scheme command all-party
support? Surely we all want more people to have the
independence of owning their own homes? Surely we
want Council assets used to bring a benefit for
everyone?
C.P.Mead

ripped out by vandals the next. Groups taking
part in the Treeplanting Campaign will be
encouraged to propose sites for trees and to care
for them once they are planted.
(4) With this in mind SET will be writing to all
community groups, tenants' associations and to
schools to ask them to suggest sites and to ask
them in tum for a voluntary undertaking that
they will keep a watchful eye on the trees once
planted. We hope we will also be able to enclose
literature from the Tree Council about trees in
towns, which will be of general educational
value.
(5) The message that SET wants to pass on is that
trees can benefit all of us, that the environment
belongs to all of us and that we should all try
and care for it. Perhaps the best way is to begin
with a tree close to your front door.
The Appeal
In just over a month £4400 of the target of £25,000
has been raised. A very generous grant of £2500
from the Charles Hayward Trust has been the largest
amount donated so far. Grants have also been
received from Lloyds Bank, the National Westminster
Bank and the Ernest Kleinwort Trust. The Southwark
Environment Trust has pledged £ 1500 of its own
funds. The reason for setting a target of £25,000 is
that SET will not only have to meet the costs of
buying the trees but in many cases also the costs of
planting. We received advice that we should budget
at an average £50 for buying a good sized tree and
planting it. Some trees, of course, will be planted by
volunteers but at an estimate it is hoped that SET
will be able to plant between 500 and 1000 trees if
the target is met. If we fall short of the target, there
will be fewer trees planted. However, whatever
money is raised will be used exclusively for trees.
Anyone wishing to contribute should send their
contribution to Southwark Environment Trust Tree
Fund, c/o Helen Brackley, Town Hall, Peckham Road,
London SES.

11ESOUIIIWARI(
ENVIINIENTTIIIST.
BOROUGH TREE PLANTING CAMPAIGN
TO BE ORGANISED BY
THE SOUTHWARK ENVIRONMENT TRUST
THE SOUTHWARK ENVIRONMENT TRUST (SET)
launched an appeal in May for £25,000 to organize a
tree planting campaign throughout the Borough of
Southwark, to begin in the autumn of this year. The
appeal campaign is being co-ordinated by Jeremy
Bennett on behalf of SET and planting of trees will
be carried out in full consultation with the Borough
Council. It is proposed that part of the money
raised will be offered to the Council for planting trees
in streets, which, because of gas, electricity, water,
etc., have to be planted by Council staff.

Who will get trees?

Any individual or group may write in and suggest a
location for trees. Suggestions may be made for
planting trees in public places, such as streets, car
parks or open spaces, or on private property. the
guidelines, when SET and Council staff choose the
locations, will be the "benefit to the public". So, for
example, if a school playground has been suggested,
but the trees could not be seen from the street, it
would be unlikely that this location would be chosen.
However, private roads and private property will be
considered, provided there is public benefit and
provided the owner or tenant is prepared to undertake
the planting.

Why organize this campaign? SET decided to make
this campaign one of its major initiatives this year for
a number of reasons. Briefly these are:
(1) More trees benefit everyone in Southwark
wherever they live.
(2) Ratecapping - whatever differing views are
held ,- means that there is less and less money
available from Council sources for 'nonessentials'. Clearly at a time like this fewer and
fewer trees will be planted, unless resources are
provided from outside normal funding.
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If residents of a street ask for.planting in that street,
the request will be considered by SET and Council
officers and the planting would be carried out by the
Council.

Meanwhile better signs are to go up to give less excuse
to the illegal right turners out of Bessemer Road who
endanger people crossing Denmark Hill on the
"green man".

If members of the Camberwell Society wish to suggest
locations for trees would they please put the request
to me in writing with a simple diagram showing the
location and send it to me at the address on the head
of this Newsletter. Any requests received will be
considered with the rest from other parts of the
Borough in the autumn.

A proposed zebra crossing over Champion Park, 1Orn.
east of Windsor Walk, was due to be advertised at the
end of June, with three weeks allowed for lodging
any objection with the GLC.
Dog Kennel Hill, Champion Hill and Wanley Road
This continues the story on page 7 of the last
Newsletter (No.67). Cars are unfortunately going on
using the Wan1ey Road gap which gives access to the
Bessemer Grange Estate. One of our members was
even told that the circular sign confers permission on
cars and motor cycles to enter! Absence of physical
closure was at the request of the Fire Brigade and we
shall see whether they will accept a gate which they
will be able to open.

Jeremy Bennett

TRAFFIC NOTES
Westbound bus lane in Champion Park?
There was a question about Southwark Council's
proposed 7-10 a.m. bus lane in Champion Park in
our 1983 Survey (page 4 of Newsletter No. 61). 37
members were for and 21 against. The formal
proposal is at last likely to be published in August,
with 3 weeks for lodging objections. The lane,
203 m. long, would run from a point 31 m. west of
the downhill end of the "banana" island to 42 m.
east of the lights at Denmark Hill. There would be
an advance warning in upper Grove Lane, before the
bend, and a ban on waiting or loading between 7 and
10 a.m. (dotted yellow lines) would apply on both
sides of Champion Park for the length of the bus
lane. No waiting or loading at any time (double
yellow lines) would apply round the outer side of the
bend as far south as the Golden Crispy Fish Bar, but
with a dropped kerb where the lines end, to help
unloading for shop purposes.

We hope these law-breakers will not have distorted
the Champion Hill figures in a traffic count recently
made at the Dog Kennel Hill lights. The outright
condemnation of these lights in a letter from a
resigning member published on page 11 of Newsletter No.67 is certainly not the general view in our
membership, but the Society has argued - and will
go on arguing - that the phasing and turning patterns
at the lights ought to help local public and private
transport rather than, as now, north-south commuters
using Camberwell Grove. The traffic count ought to
provide a basis for some at least of the changes we
want.
Norman Hutchison

And more bus lanes?
Further proposals, this time by the GLC Bus Unit,
were due for consideration by Southwark Council
on 1 July. One lane would be northbound in Denmark
Hill, from Acland Crescent to the junction with
Champion Park. Others would be on the wide stretch
of Cam berwell Road, on both sides between Medlar
Street and Wyndham Road.
Pedestrian crossings
The case we supported for a "green man" to help
those crossing Denmark Hill opposite the bottom gate
to Ruskin Park (page 8 of Newsletter No. 66) has been
accepted by the GLC, but we are warned there is a
queue for work like this to be done.

Several members, as well as the Society itself, are
keeping up the pressure for a safe crossing of Denmark
Hill either at the former Odeon (where the difficulties
seem at present to be insuperable) or opposite Love
Walk, where we hope Southwark Council are getting
on with a promised survey.
A similar survey is promised of the danger to
pedestrians from traffic turning in to Bessemer Road.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH:
CHEAPER INSURANCE?
You will recall that in the past year we have, in
view of the high level of crime in the area, been
encouraging members to set up local Neighbourhood Watch Schemes and have received considerable assistance from the police in this respect.
We have now been told that a syndicate of Lloyds
underwriters through and with a firm in South
East London (Brownhill Morris & West (Insurance
Services) Ltd., 4 Station Approach, Sydenham,
SE26 SEU: Tel. 659 5618; 778 9894) is offering
building and contents insurance at reduced rates,
together with no claims discounts, to people in this
part of London who belong to registered Neighbourhood Watch Schemes, display the Neighbourhood
Watch emblem, and have a minimum standard of
protection. The emblem is a blue and orange sticker
you can get from the police. The minimum standard
of security is said to be "basically good mortice dead
locks to the ground floor doors and fitted security
window locks on all downstairs windows". This
offer could provide a useful boost to Neighbourhood

GLC traffic engineers hotly denied this. Though subsequently
Southwark Council produced a scheme to do exactly that.

Watch Schemes in our area and possibly some relief
for those who are now being faced with greatly
increased premiums because they live in such a
crime-ridden locality.
Carter Street Police Station (Crime Prevention Officer
Tel: 703 0844) will tell you if there is a Neighbourhood

Dear Editor,
Peter Bibby's concept of "victory" in his article (winter issue)
on the Camberwell Green inquiry is not shared by the Camberwell Society.

Our option would have improved the environment by:

Watch Scheme in your area, and what to do if you

(a)
(b)

making the Green no longer a traffic island, and
removing undesirable through traffic from a road lying
south of the Green.
Peter Bibby's submission to the Inquiry covered only (a). The
problem unsolved by the Inquiry decision is to secure (a) and
(b) plus two things at the central cross roads:
( c) pedestrian protection on four arms instead of one, and
( d) adequate bus preference.

wish to organize one yourself. The police stress that
Neighbourhood Watch Schemes are not "vigilante"
groups but just local residents joining together in an
organised and coordinated group to protect themselves and their neighbours by reporting anything
suspicious they see or hear to the police by dialling
999. We recommend members to read the article on
the back page of the last issue of the Newsletter
written by Terry West, Crime Prevention Officer at
Carter Street Police Station, called "What is
Neighbourhood Watch?".

The GLC engineers said it was impossible to do all this without
the new by-pass for west to east non-bus traffic. The line for
that had long been accepted by Southwark Council (and their
housing estate was supposedly designed accordingly). But
Southwark reversed their acceptance of the by-pass before the
Inquiry, and the GLC followed suit and withdrew their
proposal even before the Ministerial decision came.

To avoid any possible misunderstanding, we should
stress that the Society cannot deal with any queries
about this insurance offer, is in no position to
recommend it or otherwise, and accepts no liability
in connection with it.

Southwark's new scheme originally claimed to achieve (a),
(b) and ( c) above, but not (d) - buses might even be more
delayed. But the scheme has now been diluted so that (b) is
offered experimentally only and, worse, (a) is denied by
allowing two-way traffic along the north of the Green. That
too is "experimental", but prevents compensatory enlargement
of the open space and threatens the Council estate which had
feared a planned by-pass to its west with an unplanned rat-run
to its north.

CAMBERWELL GREEN KEEPING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
Like many other local amenity societies we are
affiliated to LATA - the London Amenity and
Transport Association - most of whose work for the
London environment we whole-heartedly support.
But a recent issue of their Review carried an article
by a member of the LATA Executive Committee
which clearly called for correction. We reprint it
with our reply.

So where was the "victory"?

Nonnan Hutchison
Convenor, Traffic and Transport Sub-Committee
Camberwell Society

The second-last paragraph of our letter ended with a
sentence which the LATA Editor has unaccountably
omitted: "Ironically the modification follows pressure
from car owners on the estate". In case anyone
thought this comment unfair we should recall Southwark Council's own explanation, taken from the
January 1985 evidence to the Planning Inquiry :

A victory at a road inquiry is a rare thing, so it is pleasing to
be able to report one. The Ministers of Transport and the
Environment have refused all the necessary permissions to
build the "Camberwell Bye-Pass", a new road, proposed by
the GLC to carry eastbound traffic through Camberwell,
replacing the existing one-way system round the Green.

7 .51 An earlier draft of the scheme which went out to public
consultation included the closure of Camberwell Green (north).
Although some local people perceived advantages to this
proposal, others claimed that their access by car would be
unduly hampered. Camberwell Green (north) is therefore to
be left open on an experimental basis. The Council recognises
that as a consequence traffic management measures may be
needed to discourage traffic from using the residential streets
to the east of the Green to avoid the central junction.

The scheme was proposed in the mid-seventies. At that time
the GLC were talking of flyovers and massiye widening along
existing roads. The Camberwell Bye-Pass, also known as
Option 7, was devised by the Camberwell Society, as the best
of a bad world. We now live in a slightly better world, where
road building schemes are less acceptable.
Since the planning of Option 7, a council estate has been built
alongside the proposed route . The new tenants, however,
knew nothing of the threat to their quiet back street. When
they found out, they asked the well-known Transport
Consultant, Peter Bibby, to appear with them at the inquiry.

The Report of this Inquiry had not been received
when we went to press.

Peter Bibby pointed out that Option 7 would in fact increase
the, traffic on the existing central cross roads, rather than
reduce it as the GLC were suggesting. So the scheme had no
benefits and the substantial disbenefit of diverting traffic off
the present main roads into a quiet residential area. He went
on to suggest that the existing one way traffic round the green
could all be accommodated on the central crossroads, with no
demolition and only comparatively minor alterations. The

NEW OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 1985 - 86
The officers of the Society, elected at the Annual
General Meeting of the Society held on Thursday,
16 May 1985, are listed at the head of this Newsletter. The members of the new Executive Committee
'
also elected at the AGM, are as follows:
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Serena Ansell, 72 Carnberwell Grove SES
Michelle Henderson, 25 Allendale Cl~se, SES
Ian Hunter, 25 Champion Hill, SES
Andrew Murray, 171 Elmington Road, SES
Vanessa Norman, 44 Grove Lane, SES
Iris Oldridge, 49 Allendale Close, SES
Jeffrey Segal, 6 Allendale Close, SES
Ros Tabor , 171 Elmington Road, SES
John Turpin, 126 Benhill Road , SES
Ron Watts, 19 Addington Square, SES

no application to run a massage parlour there. Local
residents await with interest to see what action the
authorities will take.
Asks one member, "Could a business like this herald
a new interpretation of conservation?"

(701 9565)
(708 3968)
(701
(701
(703
(701
(701
(703
(703

2546)
0679)
0414)
4882)
2546)
5976)
7026)

McDonald's for Camberwell

A more welcome business for Camberwell looks like
being the arrival of a McDonald's Hamburger
Restaurant and take-away in the new "Butterfly
Walk" shopping precinct now being built by the EPIC
property company at Camberwell Green. Although
the Society is aware of Southwark Council's
reservations about McDonald's occupying the prime
site of the precinct with a frontage on Denmark Hill,
the Executive Committee has discussed this and
decided to support McDonald's planning application.
The Council's reservations concern the possibility of
cars stopping outside McDonald's to get hamburgers,
thereby causing congestion at the bus stops which are
situated outside the site. The Society's view is that
this is a traffic policing job which the prompt
attention of a traffic warden would solve and is no
basis for turning down a planning application which
would bring a high quality food chain to Camberwell
with a good record for litter control and whose
'
presence at Camberwell Green would act as a
considerable draw for shoppers.

The following have been co-opted to the Executive
Committee:
Elizabeth Betts, 126 Grove Park, SES
Billie Densumbe, 36 Grove Lane, SES
John Eger, 61 Camberwell Grove, SES
Norman Hutchison, 9 Champion Grove, SES

(274 6532)
(703 4824)
(701 6771)
(274 3529)

The Society wishes to thank those members who
served on the Committee last year but decided not to
seek re-election again this year.
Sub-Committees of the Society
Traffic and Transport
Norman Hutchison( Convenor)
Elizabeth Betts
Katie Crawley
James Farmer
Michelle Henderson
Andrew Murray
Vanessa Norman
Jeffrey Segal
Ron Watts

Planning
John Eger (Convenor)
Elizabeth Betts
Ian Hunter
Allen King
Jean La Fontaine
Vanessa Norman
Iris Oldridge
Jeffrey Segal
Ron Watts
Nick Xenakis

Publications and Members'
Activities
Jeremy Bennett (Convenor)
Islay Charman
Billie Densumbe
Mary Rose Seldon
Jim Tanner

Burgess Park
Ron Watts (Convenor)
Andrew Burke
Ros Tabor
John Turpin
Mary Burke
Michelle Henderson

The former Congregational Church should it be demolished?

Discussion is going on at present about the future of
the former Congregational Church at Camberwell
Green, now occupied by a furniture company. The
building is owned by EPIC who now wish to demolish
it on the grounds that it is structurally unsafe and
would cost a fortune to rehabilitate. The furniture
company not unnaturally wish to remain in the
building and argue that the former church could be
restored. They have just approached the Society with
a plan to raise money for its restoration.
The committee of the Society have seen the plans of
the new building which EPIC wish to build on the site
of the fonner church. The new building will offer
more space for shops and offices. In our correspondence with both EPIC and Southwark Council on this
question, the Society has said:
(1) It would not object, as a matter of principle, to
the demolition of the fonner church.
(2) Its view on whether to demolish or not would
be greatly influenced by what would replace the
former church.
(3) That the present proposed design for the replacement building is not, in the Society's view, very
distinguished and that this important site
demands an imposing building.
(4) That, if possible, any new building should have
some community facility built in i.e. that there
should be a large room with kitchen facilities
which local groups could use for meetings and
so on, and that this should be available for hire
at a reasonable rate. This latter view is supported
by at least one of our local Councillors.

The Society's representatives on the Camberwell
Green Working Party are Jeremy Bennett, John
Eger, Nigel Haigh, Norman Hutchison,
Jim Tanner.
Conservation Areas Forum

Chairman of the Conservation Areas Forum is
Society member Nigel Haigh. The Society's
representative on the Forum is Selina Eger.
Swimming

Beryl-Christine Bates will continue to manage both
sessions.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Massage Parlour in Cambeiwell Conservation Area?

What used to be a small baker's shop on the corner of
Daneville Road and Grove Lane could have become a
massage parlour - at least that is the view of several
members of the Society who have complained both
to the Police and to Southwark Council. The shop
windows have been completely blacked out and men
are seen entering at odd times of the day, having rung
the doorbell, to be greeted by a blonde girl in a miniskirt. Southwark Council confinn that there has been
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Pavement Scandal in Camberwell
Both Jeremy Bennett on behalf of the Camberwell
Society and Mary-Rose Seldon on behalf of the
Abbeyfield Society drew attention to the terrible
state of some of Camberwell's pavements in separate
letters which were printed in the South London
Press in May. One of the worst examples of broken
paving stones is the stretch of pavement on
Camberwell Church Street qetween Barclays Bank
and the corner of Grove Lane. People fall there
regularly. This section is one of the busiest in
Camberwell and needs completely repaving. We
await action from the Council.

Committee members would like to know what
members of the Society feel about the future of the
Church.
[ Editor's note: One of our members has written to
suggest that there should be an architectural
competition for the design of the new building see Letters.]

Birthday Honour for Camberwell
Society Member
Camberwell Society member Donald Jackson was
awarded the MVO (Member of the Victorian Order)
in the Queen's Birthday Honours. Donald is a calligrapher and has been Scribe to the Crown Office for
twenty years. Until last autumn he worked from his
studio in Grove Lane. At the end of last year he
moved to Wales, needing more space, and he has now
set up a Calligraphy and Lettering Centre in a small
village not far from Monmouth.

Public Property - Public Waste
Figures revealed in Parliament recently to
Bermondsey MP Simon Hughes show that empty
Council properties cost South London boroughs
an estimated £9 million in lost rent last year.
Southwark lost over £2,850,000 in rent - the worst
figures for the whole of London. We urge any
member who lives near to or knows of any empty
Council property - whether house, flat, shop or land
- to write to their local Councillors and ask what
action they propose to take.

Southwark Environment Trust
At the Annual General Meeting of the Southwark
Environment Trust held in June, Ian Sime was
re-elected and Nigel Haigh elected to the Council of
Management. Jeremy Bennett was re-elected as ViceChairman and Raymond Clarke as Chairman for the
next year. The Southwark Environment Trus! is ~till
seeking members. If anyone still has the apphcat10n
form for membership which was enclosed with the
last edition of the Newsletter, now is the time to
send it in!
Camberwell Society Swimming Sessions
Beryl-Christine Bates organizes the Cambe:well
Society swimming sessions and the Committee on~e
again wishes to express its thanks to her. The sessions
are: Every Monday at the Mary Datchelor Pool
between 7pm - 8.30pm (Adults only 8pm - 8.30pm):
Every Wednesday at the Camberwell Baths between
9pm and 9.30pm. The charge is 50p per member per
session and 75p per guest.
Invest•gation into Southwark Council's
Social Services
The Department of Health and Social Security is
to investigate allegations of staff drunkenness, callousness and rudeness towards elderly people and
disregard of medical instructions, inadequate supervision and improper manipulation of overtime at
Southwark Council's Nye Bevan Lodge in Love Walk.
Labour Party leaders are also expected to hold their .
own enquiries into the running of Southwark Council
because of allegations that union leaders have
unusual influence over Council policy. It has been
said that manual workers' leaders blocked an
investigation into events at the Nye Bevan Lodge.
A report by Council officials disclosed that they
wanted to launch an enquiry last July but were
prevented from doing so because of the attitude of
trade union leaders.

Southwark Rate Finally Set
At the tenth attempt Southwark finally set a rate
for the Borough at the end of May. The decision
means an 11 % cut - or£ 1.26 - on the average
weekly household rate bill of£ 11.46. The decision
to set the rate has split Southwark's ruling Labour
majority down the middle and the ratecapping issue
has led to some of the most bad-tempered scenes
ever seen in Southwark Town Hall. Some
Councillors, wishing to set a legal rate, have been
spat at and sent undertaker's "In Loving Memory"
cards with white feathers attached.
The budget is £29 million over the Government
spending limit but uses up £ 19. 5 million of Council
reserve money and leaves a shortfall of £9.5 million
which it is hoped will be made up by using money
unspent during the year.
If ratecapping continues, there will be a major
problem for the Council next year when there are
likely to be insufficient Council reserves to allow
another deficit budget.
Dick Oliver and Jill Westwood retire
from Committee
Dick Oliver, Vice-Chairman for the past five years
and Jill Westwood, Committee member and formerly
Secretary of the Society, retired from the
Committee at the last AGM. Both have done a great
deal for the Society over the years and the
Committee and all members wish to thank them. We
hope they will continue to come to our members
meetings and to act as 'consultants' when the Society
has need of them.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
The Camberwell Society has continued to support
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Southwark Borough Council in its refusal to permit
the Kentucky Fried Chicken shop in Camberwell
Church Street to stay open all night, with all the
resulting disturbance this would have caused. After
losing the Appeal in the Wells Street Magistrates
Court, where the Society gave evidence, a further
Appeal was to have been heard in the Knightsbridge
Crown Court.
As a result o(the Society and Council working
together, the Appeal was finally dropped and a further
hearing did not take place.
The Curious Case of the Vanishing Graffiti
Grove Park residents, for whom life has been
disturbed by road works for all of 1985, to add to
battles with Southwark Council, the Metropolitan
Police, and developers and property speculators of all
kinds were able to take in their stride painted graffiti
that ~ppeared on pavements and fences ovemigb-t in
late May.
The notices seemed to wish to draw attention to a
belief that number 113 Grove Park, otherwise a
collection of huts behind high fences and bright lights,
is alledged to be a telephone-tapping centre, used by
such bodies as Ml 5.
This piece of intelligence was hardly news to residents,
even though the site is euphemistically termed the
Denmark Hill Wireless Telegraph Station by New
Scotland Yard.
Attempts have been made to extend the listening-post,
via more substantial buildings, into a full-blown
Telecommunications Centre. But such moves have
for the time being been beaten off by residents and
council planners.
However, everyone was greatly impressed by the
speed with which two uniformed police officers,
neatly clad in pristine bottle-green overalls, appeared
the same afternoon to remove the graffiti. And all
the more so by Council workmen turning up the
following (Saturday) morning to remove what the
policemen were unable to scrub off.
Is this, everyone wondered, the start of a new
hi-speed public service to rid Camberwell of graffiti
as soon as it is writ?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Mrs. J. Blaney, resident of Grove Lane

Sir,
With reference to the letter to the Treasurer of the
Society, Mr.Roskill, from Mr.Keith Compton which
was printed in the last issue, I do not think I am
mistaken that no one person makes the decisions of
the Society.
Concerning Grove Lane's new traffic island, I have
contacted the correct authorities regarding it. I have
suggested that, in order to stop frustrated! car! drivers!
making a U-tum at the island, it shall be widened in

order to close the gap, thereby alleviating any danger
there, as has been correctly pointed out.
Thank you very much for bringing this matter to my
attention.
With regard to the traffic entering Grove Lane via
Windsor Walk, I put forward my own suggestion for
access there. It should be restricted completely as
soon as is possible, thereby achieving the desired
improvements to Grove Lane at that end.
I also hope that we shall benefit by the planned
reversal of the one-way system at the lower end of
Grove Lane, plus other restrictions in order to make
it safe for our children and combat the pollution,
noise and accidents, etc.
You are, Sir, most fortunate to reside in Champion
Grove, in a road with the only traffic that of the
residents. If you are delayed when you want to
come out, may I suggest you try and leave 10 minutes
earlier so as to recover time lost.
As a member of the Society (not anyone at all
special) I wish to thank them for what they endeavour
to do lo improve our environment for us.
J. Blaney

From Charles Flint

Sir,
As many of your readers will be aware over the last
few months persons unlawfully occupying the council
owned flats at 200-202 Camberwell Grove have been
holding public disco parties on Saturday evenings.
These parties, lasting from midnight until 9am on
Sunday mornings, are publicly advertised and attended
by upwards of 300 people who pay for admission.
The exceptionally loud music which is played
continuously prevents those living nearby from getting
any sleep at all. This particularly affects the council
tenants living in Barfield Gardens many of whom are
elderly.
The Council accepts that a statutory nuisance exists,
but is powerless to enforce the law relating to noise
control because the occupiers of the premises cannot
be identified. It is accepted, however, that the
problem could easily be resolved if the squatters
occupying the relevant flats were evicted. The
Council could with no difficulty obtain a possession
order from the courts and it would appear from the
May edition of the Southwark Sparrow that itis now
the general policy of Southwark Council to evict
squatters.
This policy has, however, not been applied to these
premises because the local councillors have decided
that these squatters should not be evicted. They have
not been abk.to suggest any other effective way of
putting an end to these public, and unlawful, parties.
It would appear that the councillors attach more
importance to the sensibilities of the squatters than
the views of their rate-paying council tenants. Over
· 180 local residents have now signed a petition calling
upon the Council to put an end to this appalling state
of affairs and enforce the law.
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If, by the time this newsletter appears, the local
councillors have still failed to take any effective
action, may I invite your readers to make their views
known to their elected representatives upon the
Council. If the holding of these public parties is
permitted by the Council to continue for much

From EPIC's point of view, a competition would
bring widespread publicity in the technical and nontechnical press and give the developer great prestige
as a sponsor of fine architecture.
And from my own point of view, the outlook from
the end of my garden could be enhanced by a worthy

longer, the consequences for the area could be very

addition to the Carnberwell townscape.

serious.

Jeffrey Segal
Charles Flint

From John Butterworth of Scallywag Pine Furniture

From Jeffrey Segal

Sir,
I wonder how the local community, the borough
planners and the developers of the new Camberwell
Green shopping centre, EPIC, would feel about
holding an architectural competition for the old
United Reformed Church site at Wren Road,
Cam berwell?
As you know, EPIC owns the site of the old church
building, which is located in a conservation area
dominated by its sadly truncated twin spires. The
view south down Wren Road, in particular, climaxes
with the church's striking facade.
Although the interior of the building - now occupied
by a pine furniture company - seems sound enough,
the stone fabric is apparently deteriorating seriously
and would cost a large amount to restore.

Obviously it would be a great shame to demolish this
modest Camberwell landmark. But it would be a
greater disgrace to replace it by a new building which
did not match its predecessor in terms of architectural
imaginativeness and sensitivity to such an important
site.
An architectural competition might be a way of
finding the best possible building for the site. In
basic terms, such a competition involves architects
sending in detailed designs according to a strictly
worked-out brief.
These are then judged by a panel of assessors, under
professional guidance, and prizes awarded to the
winners. Obviously the developer is under no obligation to build the winning scheme - but any design
which makes it to the finalist stage is probably going
to be acceptable to more people than a plan drawn
up in the normal way.
While the Royal Institute of British Architects has
strict regulations for competitions, these would seem
to leave room for groups like the Camberwell Society
and other members of the local community to be
deeply involved in such a project from the start.
They could help formulate the brief, along with the
local authority. They could be invited to comment
at the assessment stage. And they could even be
included among the assessors. A public exhibition
of the schemes at the end of the competition would
also keep local interest alive.

Sir,
The Church in Wren Road is again facing the threat
of demolition. After being told many times over the
years that the Church was going to remain as a fine
centrepiece for Camberwell Green, I have in
building a successful business in the Church, moved
toward being in a position to work with all concerned
to achieve this.
I recently approached E.P.I.C. and offered to buy the
building but was turned down in the event that they
believe they will win consent to demolish the complete
Church which would be a great loss to the area.
In the face of a recent report that the building is
structurally unsafe, I have to say that my surveyor
and myself disagree with this and, if necessary, I will
commission an independent survey to prove that the
Church is capable of economic repair.
I shall in the meantime be looking for support from
local residents and approaching all parties in order to
achieve a situation where restoration of the building
can be carried out over a period of time, including
improvements to the interior. And the Church, which
is the Heart of Camberwell Green, can take its rightful
place in the centre of the new precinct, car park and
housing, and enhance the area for the benefit of all.
John A. Butterworth

ABBEYFIELD ARTICLE
(Newsletter No. 67) POSTSCRIPT

Quotation from a resident who moved from Grove
Lane into our Nunhead house just before Christmas.
"I'm lucky because I'm happy because I am secure".
We would still like to hear from prospective
residents, or housekeepers, or voluntary helpers.
There is a proposal that we may inaugurate a Short
Stay Room in the near future where an elderly person
or an infirm person not able to look after themselves,
would be cared for while their family is on holiday.
Anyone interested in this amenity should enquire
from 703 4427.
Mary Rose Seldo n
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THE CAMBERWELL SOCIETY ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER 1984
£

(192.50)
(1114.76)
(1594.35)
(25.00)
(288.70)
(143.28)
(199.48)

l

l

(84.40)

PAYMENTS

Hire of Hall
Printing of Newsletter
(including provision of £426)
Other Printing
Subscriptions Paid
Postage, Stationery, Copying )
)
and General expenses
Shop Expenses
Xmas party costs (inc.Hall)
Swimming payments
Bank charges
Special items

(3642.47)

50.00
1204.00
1540.50
35.00
457.03
192.12

397.09
277.30
35.76
132.39

Membership subscriptions
Donations
Sale of Publications
Greetings Cards
Other
Interest received
Xmas party auction, raffle
and door takings
Swimming receipts
Miscellaneous items

(732.66)
(DR 11.23)

1219.00
33.00

(1194.50)
(78.20)

1468.65
24.00
69.83

(2144.86)
(77.25)
(29.13)
(

260.60

(

693.30
24.60

(
(

3792.98
528.21

(3631.24)
(11.23)

£4321.19

£4321.19

(£3642.47)

Balance Sheet at 31st December 1984
Bank Balance as at 31st.Dec.1984
721.43
Bank Balance at 31st.Dec.1983
(DR438.28)
Current Account )
Less: excess of payments over
631.50
)
Deposit
Account
528.21
receipts for 1984
£193.22

£193.22

(£721.43)

(107.30)

4321.19
Excess of payments over receipts

(£3642.47)

£

£

RECEIPTS

£

(209.76)
(511.67)
(£721.43)

Comparative figures are shown in brackets for the 12 months to 31st December 1983

FRIENDS OF THE SOUTHWARK GLOBE

FRIENDS' BARBEQUE

At a meeting attended by over 100 people in the
John Marshall Hall, Blackfriars Road, on 1st June, a
new organisation was set up to support the
reconstruction of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre in
Southwark. The project was described by Sam
Wanamaker at the AGM of the Camberwell Society
on 16th May.

The Friends of the Southwark Globe are holding a
barbeque in the garden of 204 Peckham Rye on
Saturday, 10th August, starting at Sp.m. Food will
be provided but you are asked to bring a bottle.
Please let Georgina Infield (Tel: 403 2 261) or
Anne Ward (Tel: 693 4251) know if you are coming
as this will help them to plan. They would also like
to hear from you if you are in a position to help or
to provide contributions of salads or desserts.
Tickets will not be sold in advance, so please pay as
you arrive.

It involves not just Shakespeare's Theatre, but also
an indoor theatre (for rainy days!), an enlarged Bear
Gardens Museum, a piazza by the riverside and of
course other entertainment and refreshment facilities.
What is more, it will not cost a penny of ratepayers'
money: most of the money has already been
promised by private donors and institutions. The
project was actually agreed with the old, pre-1982
Southwark Council, but the new Council, presumably
as part of its wish to disassociate itself from its
predecessors, has refused to honour the agreement
and now refuses even to discuss the matter. Now this
new body, the Friends of the Southwark Globe,
hopes through its members, who are largely based in
Southwark, to persuade Southwark Councillors to
grant permission for the project to go ahead. Details
of membership and its privileges can be obtained
from the Secretary, Friends of the Southwark Globe,
Bear Gardens, Bankside SEl 9EB.
Nicholas Reed
Chairman, Friends of the Southwark Globe
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STOP PRESS
The planning application for a McDonalds Hamburger
Restaurant and take-away at the EPIC shopping
centre, referred to elsewhere in the Newsletter has
been refused. It is understood that an appeal ~ill be
lodged.

Unfortunately some car alarms can be activated by a
passing heavy vehicle which seems to happen more
often than not in the middle of the night or the early
hours of the morning. But the ·owners of cars do not
usually go away for the weekend or on holiday
without taking their cars so there is a reasonable
chance that the inadvertently activated car alarm will
be dealt with. The same is not the case with alarms
fitted to houses. Unless adequate arrangements have
been made by the householder before going away so
that the police can contact a specified keyholder,
then an alarm inadvertently set off can ring for a long
time.

NOISE POLLUTION - A GROWING PROBLEM
The introduction of the Clean Air Act has had a
salutary effect on our towns and cities. As yet the
Control of Pollution Act 1974 which replaced the
Noise Abatement Act 1960 does not seem to have
been so effective. On the whole society appears to
be far more tolerant of noise pollution than it is of
atmospheric pollution by fumes and gases. Indeed
one may be excused for thinking that a sizeable part
of the community cannot get by without a constant
background of noise as witness the widespread
playing of transistor radios and portable music
centres in the street and in motor cars.
Elsewhere in this Newsletter a member complains of
loud music played through the night at disco parties
and recounts his frustration in trying to get something
done about it. Despite legislation it is not easy for
an individual to take prompt and effective action
when he is disturbed by prolonged excessive noise.
Ironically a growing menace is the noise from burglar
alarms fitted to houses and cars by their owners who
have no wish to disturb the peace of others but who
are merely seeking to protect their property at a time
when the crime rate for break-ins and thefts in inner
urban areas in particular is reaching frightening
proportions.

It may not be widely known that a British Standard
Code of Practice exists on Noise from Audible
Intruder Alarms and has been issued under the
Control of Pollution Act 1974. The Code covers
design and installation, maintenance, provision for
automatic cut-out, notification of key holders and
response time. Reputable suppliers and installers of
alarms should advise their customers of the obligations associated with their use and should fit the
alarm in accordance with the recommendations of
the Code. Guidance can be obtained from
Southwark's Environmental Health Service by
writing to 19 Grange Road, SEl 3BT, or telephoning
01-231 7331.

Printed by Business Services (Dulwich) Ltd., Windsor Walk, London SES 8BB
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THE CAMBERWELL SOCIETY
Jim Tanner, 107 Camberwell Grove, SES
(703 8624)
Jeremy Bennett, 30 Grove Lane, SES
(703 9971)
Conrad Dehn, 38 Camberwell Grove, SES
(701 4758)
Nigel Haigh, 50 Grove Lane, SES
(703 2 719)
(703 4427)
Secretary: Islay Charman, 26 Grove Lane, SES
(703 4 736)
Treasurer: Nicholas Roskill, 56 Grove Lane, SES
(733 8194)
Secretary: Katie Crawley, 6A Flodden Road, SES
Treasurer: James Farmer, 1 Pelham Hse, 14 Grove Pk, SE5(274 3197)
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NEWSLETTER NO: 69

NOVEMBER 1985

Wasted opportunity. Camberwell Green - looking north. The Council refuses to accept the recommendation of the Inspector to
close the road to the north side of the Green, even on an experimental basis. This prevents the development of an imaginative
plan to extend the Green northwards, re-landscape, build a pub garden at the Father Redcap and make the Green once again a
place that Camberwell people will want to use.
Photo: Courtesy of the South London Press

THE LOCAL PLAN THE INSPECTOR REPORTS

The Inspector's report on the Mid-South Southwark
Local Plan was published during the summer. Included
in it were the plans for the new traffic management
scheme at Camberwell Green. Members will
remember that, following the withdrawal of their
support for the Road Option 7 scheme, the Council
then proposed its own scheme for improving traffic
conditions at CamberwelI Green. The new scheme is
based on using the main crossroads, on widening the
north-south route by taking a piece off the western
side of the Green, on using Medlar Street as part of
the east-south route, on various improvements for
buses and pedestrian safety but it rejected the idea

of using Kimpton Road as a means of taking traffic
away from the centre of the Green (as had been
planned in Road Option 7).
The Society's view (expressed in Newsletter No.65)
was that Road Option 7, with certain modifications
involving the retention of the Father Redcap pub,
was still the best plan for improving traffic conditions
at Camberwell Green. However, as Southwark
Council had withdrawn its support for Road Option 7
and it was clear that this scheme would never go
through, the Society decided that it would not
oppose the Council's own scheme and that it would
give the new scheme its qualified support.
Having taken this decision, the Society then made its
own representations to the Inspector holding the
Inquiry into the local plan. Nigel Haigh, on behalf of
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the Society, made four principal points at the
Inquiry which was held between January and March
this year. The four points were :
(a) the need to close the north side of the Green
permanently to traffic, once the proposed
scheme at the Green was in operation;
(b) the need to close permanently Daneville Road to
through traffic;
(c) the need to take adequate measures to deal with
overflow traffic in side roads which would occur
as a result of the scheme; and
(d) the need to keep Windsor Walk open (the local
plan proposed that it should be closed as the
result of the need for, yet unspecified, hospital
development.
On these points, the Inspector recommended as
follows:
(a) The Road to the North Side of the Green
This road, said the Inspector, should be closed
for an experimental period. In his summary he
outlined the four key advantages, as he saw
them, of the Council's new traffic scheme for
the Green. These were:
( 1) that the scheme did not make provision for
extra traffic capacity, i.e. it would not
encourage more traffic. In fact, he felt that
it would encourage less traffic;
(2) two sides of the Green and most of
Daneville Road would be freed of through
traffic;
(3) the crossing time for pedestrians at the main
crossroads would be improved; and
(4) there would be more space for the bus
queue and bus layby at the 12, 36 and 171
bus stop on the Green.
Then he went on to say "I am therefore unable
to understand the almost sudden abandonment,
albeit on an experimental basis, of the imaginative and important concept to exclude traffic
from two sides of the Green. This key part of
the scheme would offer an opportunity to compensate for the loss of the land on the south and
west flanks (of the Green - for road widening),
to integrate the Green with the Father Redcap •
Public House, to provide a more attractive
setting for the Law Courts, and to make the
Green more pleasant and accessible to the local
residents. The evidence of need put forward at
the inquiry to keep the northern road open is
inconclusive and far from convincing. In these
circumstances therefore I propose to recommend
the Council to close this length for an experimental period".

The Inspector accepted in full the arguments of
the Camberwell Society for closing this road
experimentally. It is therefore surprising, in view
of the Inspector's strong recommendation, that
the Council during October decided to keep this
road open. The reasons, we understand, are as a
result of objections from residents on the
D'Eynsford Estate who say their access by car
to the estate will be restricted. Also we have
heard that both the Magistrates Court and the
emergency services have expressed their reserva-

tions about closure, though we feel sure that the
Council would have made sure that the Inspector
knew about these reservations at the time of the
Inquiry.
The Society's view is that, unless this road is
closed on an experimental basis, when the new
scheme is implemented there will never be a
"right time" to experiment with closure. As a
result the opportunity of extending the Green
northwards to replace the loss of Green on the
south and west flanks, the opportunity of integrating the Father Redcap into the Green and
creating a pub garden, in fact the opportunity
of returning what was once the village green of
Camberwell to the people of Camberwell will
be lost. The Society regards this decision of the
Council to be mistaken and will continue to
campaign for its reversal.
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Map of the Camberwell Green area showing streets referred to
in the Inspector's Report. (Not to scale)

(b) The Need to close permanently
Daneville Road to through traffic.
The purpose of closing Daneville Road is to
remove the ratrunning route of both north and
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southward moving commuters using Grove Lane

and Daneville Road to get to Denmark Hill and
Coldharbour Lane and to improve the living
conditions of those living in the area. The
Council's plan reverses the flow of one way
traffic at the north end of Grove Lane ( traffic
will now only be able to enter Camberwell

Church Street from Grove Lane). The Council
has already brought in measures to restrict the
flow of traffic coming northwards down Grove
Lane into Daneville Road (the 'banana island'
where Grove Lane meets Champion Park).
Closing Daneville Road is the other important
ingredient in this policy of restricting commuter
traffic.
The Inspector recommends closing Daneville
Road to through traffic for an experimental
period and we are glad to report that the Council
has accepted this recommendation.
The Society also supported the proposal to
create a second entrance/exit to the new shopping
centre car park at the eastern end of Daneville
Road. This would enable cars to enter the car
park from Grove Lane (south) and leave the car
park by Grove Lane (north). Although the
planning application for creating this second
opening is currently before the Council, Society
members have been surprised to see that the wall
and railing enclosing the car part extend all the
way to the eastern end of Daneville Road. Once
the application is agreed (as seems likely) the
new wall and railing will have to be removed
again.
The other issues concerning members in Daneville
Road is whether trees will be planted alongside
the car park as indicated on the plan and whether
a suitable mature tree will be planted to replace
the young silver birch tree which stood on the
corner of Orpheus Street and Daneville Road
which was so needlessly ripped out when the
pavement was resurfaced. The Society is making
representations to both the Council and EPIC
about the tree planting programme. EPIC
assures us all the trees shown on the plan will be
planted.
( c) Preventing Ratrunning
The Camberwell Society has over a number of
years been urging the Council to protect the
environment we live in by curbing 'ratrunning'
by commuters through residential areas. At the
inquiry we urged the Inspector to make recommendations restricting traffic in certain streets
or at the very least to urge careful monitoring
after the new traffic scheme at the Green is
instituted. We urged particular attention should
be paid to Camberwell Grove and Benhill Road.
In his report the Inspector singles out Camberwell
Grove as a priority area for traffic restriction
emphasising "the undisputed need to discourage
through traffic in Camberwell Grove". In addition
he recommends monitoring of the effects of the
new scheme at the Green and urges a "continuing
review". In particular he suggests that further
local traffic management measures should be
introduced, after careful monitoring, "I 2 months
(d)

way of approach to the new Shopping Centre,
would create unacceptable parking problems and
that its eventual incorporation into a hospital
development area would create a fundamental
change in the nature of the conservation area. It
was further suggested that more parking spaces
could be provided in Windsor Walk, thus providing space for those using the Phoenix and Firkin
and the railway station.
The Inspector accepted the Society's arguments
in rejecting the idea of permanent closure. He
commented "I am surprised that it (the Local
Plan) proposes a permanent closure in the absence
of a clear plan relating to the hospital needs,
without an examination of the car parking
potential and without assessing the effect of the
Camb erwe ll Traffic Scheme".

Of course the Local Plan and the Inspector's report
deals with a great many other local issues as well. We
have singled out above the issues which the Society
brought to the notice of the Inspector. Our views
have largely been accepted by the Inspector and will
now form part of official policy.
As we go to press we have heard that, with the
exceptibn of the closure of the· road to the north of
the Green, the Council's planning committee have
agreed in principle to accept the findings of the
Inspector on all the issues mentioned above. It is
hoped that work on the new traffic scheme for the
Green will begin in the middle of 1986.
Jeremy Bennett

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
AT THE REAR OF 27 GROVE PARK
Background Information
Prior to sale by British Rail to Rialto Builders Ltd. of
Bentley House, Peggs Lane, Hertford, outline planning
permission was obtained for the development of 42
flats (18 x one bed and 24 x two bed) covering PART
of the site of approximately 5.2 acres (that part
originally occupied by the Cash & Carry warehouse).
A new application has been made by the new owners
for intensive development of the site. A total of 13 7
dwellings are planned covering all of the site except
approximately 1. 25 acres of steeply wooded areas.
The breakdown is as follows: Studio bedsits
33
1 bed flats
21
2 bed flats
31
2 bed maisonettes
46

after the completion of the project".

137
The plan also includes parking spaces for 151 cars
which would all use the only entrance to the site
adjacent to No.27 Grove Park (being the old entrance
to the cash and carry warehouse).

The closure of Windsor Walk
The Society objected to this on the grounds that
the closure of Windsor Walk would create an
unacceptable restriction of entry into Grove
Lane, would prevent Grove Lane being a useful

Residents Association's Views
The Residents' Association believes that the new plan
to build 13 7 units on this site is unacceptable as it
would create a number of problems for existing local
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residents and result in loss of amenity to residents
due to:
( 1) increased noise and traffic generated in the
immediate vicinity, including Camberwell Grove;
(2) increased danger to road users and pedestrians as
a result of inadequate access to the site;
(3) the development would be out of character with
the area;
(4) the balance of wildlife would be disturbed with
unknown consequences to the resident population of wild animals and the ecological balance,
(5) destruction of a part of the conservation area.
Already an area of approximately 1/3 acre of trees
has been 'accidentally' bulldozed. Notices have been
issued by your Council ordering the replanting, which
has not been done.
Southwark Council's Views
The Council's view appears to be that the proposed
new plan would, subject to detailed considerations,
be an acceptable development of the land.
We have, however, been informed by one of our
local councillors that the development of this site in
small units is contrary to Council policy, which is to
encourage family size dwellings with their own
gardens.
IT WOULD APPEAR THAT THE PLANNING
OFFICERS ARE PERMITTING DEVELOPMENT
OF THIS IMPORTANT SITE WITHOUT DUE
CONSULTATION WITH LOCAL RESIDENTS
AND AMENITY GROUPS.

Consequently, the Residents' Association has already
requested a deferment of the planning decision on the
proposed new plan.
In collecting information regarding this site, several
facts have come to light i.e. on the 7th March, 1983,
the Council wrote in the following terms to the
Metropolitan Police in connection with the proposed
Wireless Station planned for this site:
"The Council strongly objects to the proposal for the
following reasons: The intensification of traffic
flows to and from the site would lead to unacceptable
traffic hazard and interference with the free flow of
traffic"
and goes on to quote DoE Circulars 23/77 and 22/80.
Although Outline Planning Permission has only been
granted for 18 x one bed flats and 24 x two bed flats,
a letter went to the developers on 14th July 1985
stating that the Council intended to restrict the
development to 100 dwellings. This condition has
been deemed ultra vires by the developers, who now
seek to build 13 7 dwellings, with car parking for a
minimum of 151 cars! As yet, we have not received
notification of the number of vehicles which would
have used the site had the Wireless Station been
built but neither had the Planners when the Council
sent their letter strongly objecting to the potential
increase in traffic flow. Now we have a situation
which, when all the data is available, will inevitably
mean a very much greater intensification of traffic
flow!
There is also the draft Mid-South Southwark Local
Plan (1984) which includes the Policy Ell Woodland
and Ecology, 1.33 Policy E.3.II: "The Council will

encourage the conservation of areas of natural
woodland and ecological interest." It also states:
"Following further studies and consultations,
specific sites of local nature conservation interest
may be identified during the plan period. There will
be a presumption against development proposals
that would adversely affect the wildlife and ecological
value of sites identified as of local nature interest."

The Southwark Group Field Officer .of the London
Wildlife Trust has noted that "the site is rich in
birdlife ... breeding wrens, jays, etc., great spotted
woodpeckers and tawny owls. Mammals: foxes, grey
squirrels, hedgehogs and bats are regularly seen. The
site undoubtedly supports a rich fauna with a variety
of habitats represented. The site has potential as a
nature reserve ... (it) could only support a small
number of visitors if it is to remain a haven for
breeding birds."
Why is it when the Council does not want a development to succeed, it quotes chapter and verse of the
relevant DoE Circulars to support its case, and yet
in this matter, where there are actual instructions to
the Planners "(to) involve the diligent use of all
powers and the harnessing of public opinion and the
skills which local amenity societies have to offer"
(DoE Circulars 23 /77 and 12/81) we are not
consulted?
Geoffrey McMorrough Kavanagh, Chairman
Rupert Otten, Secretary
Grove Park Residents' Association

200-204 CAMBERWELL GROVE
In our last Newsletter we published a letter to the
Editor from Camberwell Society member, Charles
Flint, which drew attention to noisy parties being
held on Saturday nights by squatters occupying
the Council-owned flats of 200-204 Camberwell
Grove.
Members will be interested to learn that, as a result,
it would seem, of a petition signed by over 180 local
residents, the Council was at last moved to action
and obtained a court order for the eviction of the
squatters. The squatters departed but, unfortunately,
the properties have since again been unlawfully
occupied.
Charles Flint was informed in a letter from
Councillor Andrew Troke that Southwark is hoping
to hand over the properties to a housing association
on a 5-year lease in the hope that during this period
the money will be forthcoming ( estimated at
between £1.5m and £2m depending on inflation)
to enable the Council to take the properties back into
its housing stock at the end of the lease and properly
refurbish them.
In a subsequent letter to Councillor Nick Snow,
Chair of Southwark's Housing Committee, written
last July, Charles Flint questioned this policy,
pointing out that, without full refurbishment now,
the properties will be in even worse condition in five
years' time. He asked Councillor Snow if there is not
any way in which some of the properties could be
sold in order to pay for the repair of the others. At
the time of our going to press he has not had a reply.
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NUNHEAD CEMETERY

A Supplement to Camberwell Society Newsletter No.69, November 1985

The changing fortunes of N unhead Cemetery was the subject of an illustrated lecture given by Jeff Hart to the
Society on 17th October. Jn this article Jim Tanner gives an account of the cemetery based on Jeff Hart's talk.

'Nunhead Cemetery, Surrey'. A view published on 28th May, 1863, by Rock and Co. It
shows the main avenue leading up to Thomas Little's Anglican Chapel (Southwark Library Services)

The Industrial Revolution saw a dramatic rise in the
population of this country. Inevitably as the birthrate
increased so did the number of deaths. The mortality
rate also was high. In 1842 for example, the average
age at death of a professional man and his family was
thirty years; for mechanics and labourers and their
families it was only seventeen. 1
Up until the early part of the nineteenth century,
burial of the dead was confined to churchyards.
These, especially in London, were often in a deplorable condition and the rapid increase in the number
of burials put great pressure on space in churchyards.
In the I 820's the population of London increased by
a fifth and the average number of burials was two
hundred per acre.
The Dissenters had for some time been burying their
dead in their own burial grounds but it was not until
1832 and the advent of a cholera epidemic that
Parliament was moved to pass legislation to establish
public cemeteries. Between 1832 and 184 7 Parliament
authorised the establishment of a number of
commercial cemetery companies in the London
area. 2
This was the scene set by Jeff Hart in a fascinating
talk on Nunhead Cemetery given to a large audience
at the Society's members' meeting on 17th October.
Mr.Hart explained that seven sites were designated
in and around London to be developed as cemeteries.
Nunhead, comprising 50 acres, was one of these
sites.
In 183 9 Nunhead was a small hamlet near the village
of Peckham. It was chosen as a site for a cemetery

because cheap land was available, it was situated on
a hill with superb views and it was already a popular
excursion for Londoners particularly visiting Old
Nunhead tea gardens.
The newly formed London Cemetery Company had
to encourage customers to pay for a more expensive
interment than a church burial. The cemetery would
have to be an impressive and desirable place for
astute and hard working Victorians to choose as the
last resting place for their loved ones. Some idea of
the Victorian attitude towards cemeteries as shaped
by such characters as the barrister, George Frederick
Carden and the writer John Claudius Loudon can be
gathered from the writings of the latter. He saw
cemeteries as improving 'the moral sentiments and
general taste of all classes, and more especially of the
great masses of society'. A cemetery could become
'a school of instruction in architecture, sculpture,
landscape gardening, arboriculture, botany, and the
important points of general gardening: neatness,
order and high-keepin,g'.
The London Cemetery Company commissioned
James Bunstone Bunning to lay out the cemetery. He
designed an imposing entrance comprising cast iron
gates hung on Portland stone classical piers each
bearing a cast iron inverted torch, a symbol of the
extinguishing oflife. Inside the gates he provided two
lodges in a neo-classical style and a formal drive lined
with trees approaching the Anglican chapel. In
contrast to this axial formality the cemetery elsewhere
was provided with meandering paths between trees
and planting. A competition was held for the design
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of two chapels and this was won by the architect,
Thomas Little in 1844. The buildings are constructed
in Kentish ragstone and are described by Curl as being
in a chaste Gothic of the Decorated style.
By the early 1860's Nunhead Cemetery was a thriving
commercial concern. In 1864 it suffered a set-back
when the approaches to the cemetery were obstructed
by new railway works and takings dropped. The
following year disaster struck which was very nearly
the end of the Company. Following the death of
Edward Buxton, who was Secretary to the Company,
fraud on a massive scale was uncovered. The accounts
left by Buxton showed a deficiency of £18,179.3s.2d.
an enormous sum for those days. Buxton had issued
false shares and when the fraud was revealed, all
shares had to be called in and a new register of
shareholders prepared.
Although the financial crisis was overcome and the
Company proceeded to make good profits during
most of the rest of the century, factors were at work
which eventually undermined the commercial
viability of the cemetery.
The passing of the Municipal Cemeteries Act in the
l 850's enabled municipal authorities to open
cemeteries and the practice of establishing commercial
cemeteries was not widely followed after this time.
At the turn of the century cremation was made legal
and this affected the number of traditional burials.
World War I with its terrible carnage of trench warfare influenced public feeling away from the Victorian
celebration of death. Labour costs were rising resulting
in ever higher maintenance costs. The Company had
originally sold maintenance contracts in perpetuity

thus committing themselves to keeping graves in
good order virtually for ever. The fortunes of the
Company steadily declined and by the late 1960's
it was in serious financial difficulties. A last effort
was made to redeem the situation by seeking to
redevelop the site but when this move failed the
Company locked the gates in 1969 and faded away.
Vandals moved in and in no time had desecrated
graves, destroyed monuments and damaged the
buildings.
The London Borough of Southwark, concerned at
the distress caused to families with relatives buried at
Nunhead, considered purchasing and managing the
cemetery. One problem was the original Act passed in
the 1830's which prohibited the sale of land used for
burial. In 1975 Parliament passed the Greater London
Council (General Powers) Bill which empowered
Southwark Council to purchase the cemetery
compulsorily.
As Jeff Hart observed, it would be nice to be able to
say that at this point the troubles were over for
Nunhead Cemetery. Unfortunately this did not prove
to be the case. Although the Council spent considerable
sums of money, including restoration of one of the
lodges, vandalism continued.
In 1981 a group of enthusiasts, including Jeff Hart,
formed the Friends of Nunhead Cemetery dedicated
to promoting the conservation and appearance of the
cemetery as a place of remembrance, of historic
importance and of natural beauty. They have been
prepared to give practical effect to this by forming
working parties to clear the undergrowth and generally
clean up the grounds. At first they were not well
received by the Council but have now established a
working relationship.
In the years of neglect nature has taken over, rendering
large tracts of the cemetery a wilderness. Self-seeding
sycamores and ash trees are rife and ivy, lovingly
planted in Victorian times, runs riot. There is much
work to be done, Mr.Hart, assures us.
Nunhead Cemetery represents a great slice of South
London history. Among the notables buried there are
George Howell, the labour leader who was involved
in the Reform League in 1865 to promote the
conquest of political power by the working class;
Sir Charles Fox, builder of Crystal Palace; Thomas
Tilling, the omnibus pioneer; and Bobby Abel, the
Surrey and England cricketer. There are between
70,000 and 80,000 monuments in the cemetery
including the 33-ft high granite obelisk commemorating the Scots Martyrs to the cause of Parliamentary
reform. Nunhead is also something of a wildlife
sanctuary. 54 species of bird have been identified.
The Friends of Nunhead Cemetery need your
support. For further information contact
Jeff Hart, 144 Erlanger Road, Telegraph Hill,
SE14 STJ (01-639 1613) or Chris Knowles,
168 lvydale Road, Nunhead, SElS 3BT (01-743 7360).

A monument known as the 'Weeping Angel' due to the
weathering of the stone forming a 'tear' from the eyes.

1 Figures taken from Report on the Sanitary Conditions of
the Labouring Population of Great Britain.
2 See Nunhead Cemetery, London; A History of the Planning,
Architecture, Landscaping and Fortunes of a Great Nineteenthcentury Cemetery, by James Stevens Curl, from Transactions
of the Ancient Monuments Society.
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TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT NOTES

Most of our own Committee took the view - with
which Councillor Bendall's Sub-committee later
agreed - that the island alone would achieve much of
what was wanted, especially in safety terms, and was
therefore justified. The ban on right turning,
however, was not justified, at any rate while the future
pattern of traffic at the Green remains uncertain.
The outcome remains to be seen. There is uncertainty
between the GLC and Southwark as we go to press.
Councillor Bendall confirmed that Camberwell Grove
is one of the first candidates for speed humps when
the Department of Transport get their Regulations
sorted out (see page 3 of Newsletter No.65 incidentally the proposal for humps in Pytchley Road
was dropped).
The Committee expressed yet again our concern that
the filter light at Dog Kennel Hill favours the excessive
volume of traffic heading for Camberwell Grove at
the expense of local public and private transport in
Grove Lane.

Councillor Liz Bendall, who chairs Southwark
Council's Transportation Sub-committee, was a
guest at the September meeting of our Executive
Committee. We talked about Camberwell Green
and other issues arising from the Mid-South
Southwark Plan - see Jeremy Bennett's article in
this Newsletter - and about various local problems
and ad hoe proposals. Many of us had hoped to
hear more about a positive traffic and transport
policy, now that the London Boroughs are so near
to taking over powers and responsibilities for which
they have hitherto been able to look to the GLC.
Central Government policy was recently quoted
thus by Nicholas Ridley:
"The way to deal with the public-private transport
congestion problem is to get people to go on public
transport voluntarily and not to force them by
harassing the motorist".
But, at any rate in Cam berwell, how can one keep
public transport from deteriorating (let alone
improve it) without restricting private transport?
Wholesale "improvement" of inner city roads cannot
be the answer - what would that do to our
community? What policies then should the Inner
London Boroughs follow? Are we able to agree,
even in the membership of our own Society, what
are the best policies for those who live or work in
Camberwell?
I won't take more space now for this - (would
readers perhaps favour a members' meeting to
discuss what our aims as a Society should be?) but simply report the position on a few current
issues where the Committee has taken a view even
though we knew that not every member would
agree.

Wanley Road

The London Fire Brigade has finally agreed to the
installation of bollards to prevent the now illegal
traffic between Dylways and Green Dale. They are
due to be erected this month.
Norman Hutchison
Convenor, Traffic and Transport Sub-committee

POLICING CONSULTATIVE GROUP

Bus Lanes

The morning northbound lane in Denmark Hill
alongside Ruskin Park (which was advertised in
August) is due for early implementation. The GLC
say it is impracticable to continue it in front of
King's to join the e~isting lane, as was suggested
first by our own Committee and then by Southwark
Council.
Advertisement of the proposed westbound lane
in Champion Park (page 7 of Newsletter No.68)
was delayed but is likely before Christmas. It will
have limited value with no lane in front of King's,
but on balance we favour it: parked cars now deny
the nearside lane in the morning to public and
private transport alike, and its use by buses would
be a gain.
Camberwell Grove
Consultation by leaflet took place in July and
August on a proposal for a central island in Camberwell Grove at its junction with Church Street and a
ban on right turns towards Peckham for vehicles
coming out of the Grove. The GLC aim is to prevent
blockage of the Church Street bus lane, and Southwark
officers suggested it would also help pedestrians and
discourage use of Camberwell Grove by rat-runners
and, illegally, by lorries (which would be deterred
by the obstacle to turning created by the island).

One of the recommendations following
Lord Scarman's Inquiry in 1981 was that the police
should consult the local community in deciding how
an area should be policed and that a Community/
Police Consultative Group should be set up to provide
a forum for such consultation. This became law in
1984. Section 106 of the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act states:
( 1) Arrangements shall be made in each police area
for obtaining the views of people in that area
about matters concerning the policing of that
area and for obtaining their co-operation with
the police in preventing crime in the area.
(3) The Secretary of State shall issue guidance to
the Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis
concerning arrangements for the Metropolitan
Police District: and the Commissioner shall
make such arrangements after taking account of
that guidance.
(5) The Commissioner shall consult the Council of
each London Borough as to the arrangements
that would be appropriate for the Borough.
In 1982/3 Southwark Borough Council negotiated
with the Home Office and agreed a formula for such
a group. It should comprise:
10 Council members
10 Police, local M.Ps. and G.L.C. members
10 Community representatives.
The Council then circularised over 300 community
groups and received 78 replies.
The guide lines circulated by the Home Office stress
that the consultative group should be free standing,
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independent of local and central government structures, and of the police. Groups should reflect as wide
a range of community interests as possible. Membership of a group should be open to all bona fide,
formally constituted bodies which represent a significant number of local people.
In June 1985 the Council and the Police differed on
the Community representation. Indeed it is difficult
to see how 10 Community representatives can be
chosen from or represent the diversity of groups
existing in an area as vast and as mixed as the Borough
of Southwark. Equally it is difficult to see how an
open ended group could function effectively.
Southwark Council continued with its arrangements
with the Electoral Reform Society to elect the
Community representatives. 318 groups were
circularised, 28 nominations were received and 10
were elected.
The Police circularised Community groups and
invited them to send representatives to a meeting on
26th September. 88 groups expressed their intention
to attend, an estimated 250 people were present.
The Council convened a meeting, the night before,
of the elected representatives and other members.
Eight Councillors and 1 M.P. also attended. The
Police representatives did not attend, but an estimated
40-50 members of the public were present. Once
established the group discussed its composition and
increased the number of community representatives
to 20 by drawing on the runners up in the election.
In the Council's stated view, 10 had only been a
starting point.
In the event the police meeting did give a great many
people the opportunity to express their opinions. The
matter had become a public issue and community
groups had woken up to the implications of the
situation. The police expressed their conviction of the
importance of an open ended group. Representatives
of the Council put their case for a limited number of
elected members. There was then no shortage of
speakers from the floor and in what they had to say
much common ground was apparent.
( 1) Concern was expressed at the two differing lists
of community groups - some had been
circularised by the Council, some by the police,
some by both, and some by neither. This
problem has a solution: amalgamate the lists
and add any group which has been left out and
has a legitimate claim to be represented.
(2) There was support for, belief in and a need for
a consultative group with wide representation.
(3) A great plea was made for unity and to get on
with the job of more effective policing with the
support of the community. This plea for unity
was expressed by groups from all over the
Borough.
There were several passionate contributions from
people with widely differing views. There was
criticism of the police and of the Council. The real
message of the meeting was unity and action, but
unfortunately there was no real conclusion.
Why not hold a Policing Consultative Group
conference with one representative invited from each

group on the combined police/Council list? This
could prove a self pruning group; after such a
conference an election on the same lines as before
would be more meaningful; political, or any other
biased orientation could be avoided. It is important
to remember that this is a consultative, not a
legislative group.
WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW?
D.A.C. Terry Siggs said he was willing to meet
anyone. Have he and Councillor Jessica Wanamaker
met for a reasoned discussion, argued their differences,
taken account of views expressed and thrashed out a
solution? That is what the community is looking for
them to do.
Hopefully in the time between this being written,
printed and circulated, we shall have had an answer.
Even more hopefully we shall have a Policing
Consultative Group working to provide the
constructive criticism and the support that the police
need.
Islay Charman
WILLOWBROOK URBAN STUDIES CENTRE

In Newsletter No.66 (February 1985) we published
an account by Ian Syme of the restoration of a gracious
19th century villa in Willowbrook Road and its adaption for use as a centre for urban studies.
On a crisp, sunny morning early in November, against
a background of hundreds of bright yellow balloons
cascading into the blue sky, Councillor Geoff Williams,
chair of Southwark's planning committee, officially
declared the Centre open.
The Willowbrook Urban Studies Centre came into
being on the initiative of Southwark Borough Council,
the GLC and the ILEA, supported by the Southwark
Environment Trust. Its stated aims are to encourage
the involvement of Southwark residents and community
groups in the decisions and actions which affect them
and their surroundings; to provide a resources centre
and promote educational, research and community
action projects based on the needs identified by
adults, children and community groups in the Borough;
and to encourage projects which expose and combat
discrimination and to undertake the development of
more non-discriminatory and multicultural education.
Numerous local community groups, including tenants'
associations and amenity societies are represented on
the management committee. The Centre aims to forge
links with schools in the Borough and also welcomes
the participation of community groups, thereby
providing a practical link between school and
community.
Manager of the Centre, which is at 48 Willow brook
Road, SE 15 6BW, is David Davies (01-731 8856) who
is one of five permanent staff. The others are
Jan Ross, the SET's first paid worker, who will act
as co-ordinator for SET schemes in the Borough;
Joan Abel and Lynda Haddock, two ILEA funded
teachers; and Adrian Chappell, a development
worker seconded from the ILEA's Cockpit Arts
Workshop.
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Jim Tanner

NEWS IN BRIEF
Policing Camberwell
Chief Superintendent Thomson of Carter Street
Police Station has written to us to say that, after
reconsidering the needs of Camberwell people, the
Home Beat officers covering Camberwell will now
operate from Camberwell Police Station, instead of
Carter Street. We welcome this move as we have
urged the Police in the past not to move their staff
out of the Station in Camberwell Church Street.
Inspector Thomas informs us that non-urgent messages
can be left at the front office or by ringing 703 0866
ext. 57.

Brigh tening Up Camberwell - with Flowers
Judy Robertson is one of our members and a florist.
She runs Pesh, the flower shop at 31 Denmark Hill.
She would like to see the shops which front Denmark
Hill put out more flowers, plants, window boxes and
hanging baskets to make Camberwell a more attractive
place for people to visit. She is prepared to provide
baskets and window boxes and the first batch of
plants to go with them at cost, that is at no profit to
herself: she will set up shops and offices with a floral
display. We very much hope local businesses will take
up her offer. She can be contacted on 703 9124.
Neighbourhood Watches
The number of Neighbourhood Watches is increasing
in Camberwell and both Police and residents hope
that this will cut down the amount of local crime.
Insurance with competitive premiums is now being
offered to members of local neighbourhood watches
(see Newsletter No.68). The Police are anxious to
hear from anyone wishing to join or set up a local
neighbourhood watch scheme. If members are
interested they should phone Crime Prevention
Officer Terry West on 703 0844.
Kerfield Place Refuse Collection
Those people living in Kerfield Place and Grove Lane,
who have seen rubbish piling up outside their doors
because badly parked cars have prevented the Council
dustcart reaching them, have relief in sight. Thanks to
the prompt response of Cllr. Ritchie and Mr.Williams,
Director of Southwark's public works, to a request
for action from the Camberwell Society, cars will
shortly be prevented from parking on both sides of
the narrow entrance to Kerfield Place. Provided car
parkers obey the new parking regulations there, the
Council dustcart should be able to call on a regular
basis.

A map of Camberwell showing the areas covered by home beat

officers, as follows:
1. Camberwell Police Station (Tel: 703 0866)
2. PC 460 'M' David Skinner
3. PC 158 'M' John Mercer
4. PC 389 'M' David Snow
5. PC 712 'M' David Whitmore
6. PC 260 'M' John McNab
7. PC 194 'M' Alan Wood

Goldsmiths College
Goldsmiths College has been running a course on the
villages of Camberwell and Peckham in their Adult
and Community Studies Department. Speakers have
included Mary Boast on Camberwell 1086 - 1986,
Jeff Hart on Nunhead Cemetery, Jeremy Bennett on
the work of an Inner City Amenity Society, John
Beasley on Peckham and Bob Smyth on The Natural
Heritage. The course is run by Diana Rimel. If you
are interested contact her at Goldsmith's College,
New Cross, SE14 6NW: Tel. 692 7171.

Butterfly Walk Camberwell's New Shopping Centre
EPIC inform us that the new supermarket to be run
by Presto will open for trading during November. At
present the other shop units in Butterfly Walk are
being let. Terms have been agreed with various shops
including confectionery/tobacco/newspapers for a
triple unit, a drugstore, a greeting cards shop, a
baker's shop, a butcher's shop, furniture and carpets,
off-licence, health food shop, household linens,
ethical pharmacy and a dry cleaners. We are not quite
certain what an ethical pharmacy is but will doubtless
soon find out!
McDonald's Hamburgers are going to appeal against
the Council's decision not to allow them to open in
the corner unit, fronting on to Denmark Hill. EPIC
complains that the Council has acted unreasonably in
this matter and says "As we (EPIC) are so entirely
confident that the Minister will grant the Appeal, and
as the local Authority case seems to be so totally
bankrupt, their opposition would seem at best to be
a total waste of public money in fighting the Appeal,
and at worst grossly irresponsible".
We await the result of the Appeal with interest.
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Camberwell Society Cards for Christmas
The Society has its full range of cards on offer for
Christmas. Colour cards showing views of Camberwell
in the past include St.Giles Church, St.George's
Church and the Suney Canal, Dr. Lettsom 's Villa,
Camberwell Grove and trams at Camberwell Green.
More recent watercolours show the Phoenix and
Firkin, and St.Giles Churl:h now. All cards cost
40p with envelope. Old black and white prints or
photographs cost 20p. Perhaps the beautiful
illustration of the Camberwell Beauty Butterfly at
40p and Bessie the Beetroot Seller at l Sp are among
the best bargains.
PLEASE BUY CAMBER WELL SOCIETY CARDS
AT CHRISTMAS AND SUPPORT THE SOCIETY'S
FUNDS.

Cards may be obtained from :
Mrs.Densumbe, 36 Grove Lane, SES
The Passage Bookshop, Canning Cross, SES: 2 7 4 7 606
Great Expectations, 43 Denmark Hill, SES: 703 8396
The Society still hopes that it may have the temporary
loan of shop premises from which to sell its cards.
Anyone prepared to help with manning the shop
should contact the Hon.Secretary - address and
telephone at the head of this Newsletter.
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STOP PRESS!
Public support for Globe
A poll taken by the Friends of Southwark Globe in
Cathedral Ward, Southwark, where it is planned to
build the new Globe theatre, shows overwhelming
support for the idea. 2012 people in the ward were
approached and 1691 signed a petition in favour of
the plans for rebuilding Shakespeare's Globe on
Bankside. This is a support rate of 84% and will
undoubtedly influence Southwark Council who are
currently opposed to the plans.
The Phoenix and the Illustrated London News
Jeremy Bennett's account of the four year battle
to restore Denmark Hill Station and convert it into
the Phoenix and Firkin appears in the November
edition of the Illustrated London, well illustrated
with colour photographs.
PUBLIC MEETINGS 1986

Members' meetings, to which the public is invited,
are held at the United Reformed Church Hall on the
corner of Love Walk and Grove Lane. They are
usually arranged for the third Thursday in the month
and begin at 8.1 S p.m. The dates to remember are:
16th January
20th February
20th March
17th April
The Annual General Meeting on l Sth May will
commence at 8 o'clock. This is for members only
but will be followed by an open meeting at 8.30
approximately. The programme is at present being
arranged for these meetings, and a notice will be sent
to members in the New Year.
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TRADITIONAL CAMBER WELL SOCIETY FESTIVE OCCASION

Thursday, 12th December - 7.30 to 10.30 p.m.
SCF Datchelor House (Grove Lane entrance)
Light Refreshments and Wine

Time to relax and talk

Entertainment

Members attending will be asked to make a contribution towards Society funds
as this is an expensive occasion.
A 'members only' meeting, so join now if you are not a member!
Please contact: Serena Ansell - 701 9565 or Vanessa Norman - 701 0679
who have very kindly undertaken to co-ordinate the 'haute cuisine'.

Merry Cl,rlstm111
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